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Cbapler I

lnlmductioo.

There COIIUDUOS IO.be ongoing criticism ofAmcrit.an education. Issues •uch ..

bomoJOJJ...,, subJ1anco abuJoand viol= in Ibo schools have goaonJ,:danab•md•

of Wk f
orces. panels, ,epo,,ts Jlld mcomawidalions al both Ibo slalo and mlioml Jovels.

Progress bas bcoo. slaw and uneven dospw, romon initiatives being put into place. The

.suporintendont is lllldor COllltant pn,ssure Jo onsuro that students reach lhoir academio

potonDal despite Ibo increase in sociofal p<obloms tha1 impact Ibo schools.

SuporinlondonlJare tbe cbiof exocutivo officon oftboir JObool districts.

Today

they deal. with issues and cballons,,s that ore more comp1ox than those lddrewd by tboir

pn,docossoB. All ovorwbolming number of compdODcios are nttdod by tbe

suporilllondon1 in otdoc to ovo=o tbo edi,carinn.of thousands of children.. "Tboy load

scbools ill an era when Uk>Disbing ttt:baolngir.al Minges .are routine ad.the pee of

progress shows no sign.of slowing.

Yotall this is oecumng

Ila wne whoo comm,mity

.support for ed1m<J11....,,. to be al low obb"(c.arter llld Omninp1m, 1997•.p. 5�

All!Jouglt there bas bcoo. much POJJimism regarding Ibo future of our schools. Ibo

"elfoctivo schools movomonf' whicb,.,.. illitiated intbelafe l970'sjlll)Vided educator,

wilh,. bo(fy of rosoateb. whim idenritied cbaalclmislics in high achieving scboals and

attributed tboir

SllC'MSS

Jo tboso tOlllfflOll attributes. ()no oftbe most often cited condatm

to 11 school's. success was. strong administntivc leadership. by the bnilctingprinci.pll

( CubBn, 1984; Co)....,, llld LaRoquo. 1990; Hord. I 990; Griff
on. 1994; MuqJby llld

HaUioi,,r. 1986). Allhoughlboomphasis in school re&mnbasbconantbo role of Ibo
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principol, there is a growing body of research to suggest that the leadership of the

superintendent is critical to school success. Research has shown that change efforts are

more lilo:ly to succeed when the superintendent is actively involved (Crowson and Glass,

1991).

The cunont literature (Berg, 1996; Carter and C,mningham, 1997; Coleman and

LaRoque, 1990; Griffen, 1994; Johnson, 1996; Leithwood, 199S; Musella and

Leithwood, 1990) on the influence of superintendents on school effectiveness indicated

that superintendents play a critical role in improving school and district performance.

Reseuch done by Musclla and Leithwood (1990) on the impoct of chief executive

officers on school effectiveness concluded that chief executive officers-. perceived to

have high levels of influence on school system factors (i.e., staffdevelopment, teacher

and administrator ewluation, system climate) as a whole, but less influence when school

and classroom factors were considered.

The rosean:hers suggested that superintendents

should f
ocus their efforts even more directly on school system factors since many of

these factors are known to directly effect the quality of ed11cati.,.. f
or stodents.

They

asserted that through these factors, superintendents can have a "powert\d, albeit indirect,

effect on improving school effectiveness" (p.111).

Coleman (1986) reported that... "it seems lilo:ly that good school districts have a

chanicteristic configuration of norms and practices labeled district ethos, which have

classroom, school and district-level consequences"(p.9S).

District ethos provides a useful

link between classrooms, schools, and school districts and helps to explain relationships

known to exist between effective schools and centlal office. Coleman suggested that the

most important link is leadership. Consequently, administrators are critically important in

3

school districts.

Coleman and LaRoque (1990) claimed that superintendents, through a

"reoching out"(p 67) in successful districts, are able to f
oster a positive district ethos

toward district improvement and toward school effectiveness.

According to Hord (1990), "change is dependent on vision and the superintendent

bas the responsibility for the district's vision"(p.65).

It is, however, people who tum the

vision into a reality, consequently the superintendent must also possess the necessary

leadership skills and pnctices to support the growth of school personnel and fonn a

culture that worb towards imJX'Oving the organimtion.

If the role ofthe superintendent is critical to the success of the school district then

there is a noed to determine wbat it is that superintendents can do to move a school

district forward.

According to Leithwood (1995), transformational leadership theory may

provide a ftameworlc to understand the work of exceptional superintendents.

The tom, tnnsformational leadership was first uaed by Burns (1978) and then

elaborated on by Bass (1985) to describe a leadership that filcilitates, motivates, coaches,

and mento111. Bass also believed that tnnsformational leadership would lead to

performance beyond expeelllions because followers would become committed to the

leader, would be imrinsically motivated, and would have a sense of purpose or mission.

Liwature on tnnsformationat leadership initially focuaed primarily on the business

world (Bennis, 1989; Covey, 1991; Senge, 1992). School-based studies (Leithwood, 1994

and Rost, 1991, Strodl, 1992, Jantzi and Leithwood, 1995, Sagor, 1992, Sergiovanni,

19928, 1992b as cii.d in Chirichcllo, 1997) have f
ocused on the principol as a

tnnsformational !Older.
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More recently, educational scholars have begun to look at the superintendent in

the role ofttansformational leader (Avery, 1994; Berg, 1996; Carter and Cunningham,

1997; Griffin, 1994; Konnert and Augenstein, 1990; Lashway, 1997;

Leithwood, 1995;

Musella, 1995; Johnson, 1996) and contend that transformational leadership presents a

more holistic approach to leadership when compared to other leadership theories.

They

believed it bolds great promise f
or the superintendency.

Because of the emerging literature on transformational leadership and the

superint<lldenc, current study of the self- peroeiwd leadership practices of the

superintendent is based on a transfonnational leadenbip practices model.

This model,

developed by Kouzes and Posner (1995), provided a wlidated and theoretical basis for

analyzing leadership practices that are transformational.

Kouzes and Posner extracted a

profile of transformational leadership practices by initially surveying middle and senior

level managers about their personal best leadership experiences.

From this they

developed a model of leadenhip that can be quantitatively measured. The conceptual

tiunework consists of five leadership practices.

that exemplify the practice.

Each pnctice consists oftwo behaviors

The five practices defined by Kouzes and POSDOI(l 995) are

Challenging the Process, Inspiring a Shared Vision, Enabling Others to Act Modeling

the Way, and Encouraging the Heart.

The Leadorship Practices Inventory- Self, (LPI

Self) developed by Kouzes and Posner ( 1997) rates responses to these categories. Further

discussion of this model and its accompanying survey will be provided in Chapters Two

and Three, respectively.

Yuki (1994) indicated that virtually all leadership effects are indirect. Leadorship

practices influence or are mediated by aspects of the organintion, which in tum affects

s

the achievement of its central goals.

The more removed the leadership position is from

the direct delivery of services to clients, the longer is the chain of mediating variables

linking leadership practices with the achievement of central organizational goals.

Perhaps because of this chain, there bas been relllively little research on

superintendent's leadership pn,ctices and their relationship to specific district variables.

To what extent do specific organintional variables relate to the way school

superintendents can practice their leadeBhip?

Situational leadership theory suggests that

aspects of the situation, such as the type of orpmzation, influence leader's behaviors.

Researchers investigating situational leadership seek to discover the extent to which

leadership practices or behaviors are the same or unique across different types of

orpmzations.

This type of com�ve reoearcb is not designed to identify what

behaviors are effective in situations.

It is relevant f
or organizational effectiveness

because effectiveness depends on how well a leader resolves role conflicts, copes with

demands, recogniza opportunities, and overoomes oonstnints (Yuki, 1994). Several

authors (Carter and Cunningham, 1997; Hallinger, Bickman and Davis, 1990; Hannaway

and Talbert, 1993;

Johnson, 1996; KonnertandAugenstein, 1990; Leithwood, 1995;

Louis, 1990) have criticized earlier school leadership studies that list leadership traits

without attending to the context of the organization.

is of utmost irnponance in the study ofleadership.

to

Johnson, 1996, asserted that context

School superintendents must he able

assess the demands and opportunities f
or leadership by looking at oontext variables

associated with their district

In her study of 12 new superintendents, Johnson ooncluded

that it is the successful interaction of a particular individual and a particular oontext that

makes leadership work.
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Karen Seashore Louis ( 1990), after studying wbon and rural school systems,

strongly recommended that prescriptions f
or superintendents and district staff should be

conditional on community context

The missing link in the literature, she contended, is

that there is a missing variable that detenninos lhe role of district level staff: the

community context

A study by Hallinger, Bickman and Davis (1990) of school administratoB

indiClled that the iropect of context on school administraton is as profound as it is for

students and teacher.,.

Variables such as district si,.e and complexity,

and district support determined the principal's -"""h to leadetship.

faculty experience

Additionally,

factors such as socioeconomic stalus of the community, poren1al involvement and

geognphic location impectcd on the principol's ability to leod.

The researchors

concluded that principals who are aware of school context variables and their impact on

school improvement efforts may take action to reduce or cniwlcc: the impact of those

factors bosed on the needs of the school.

A further study completed by Hannaway and Talbert (1993) looked at the eff
ects

of school context variables on principal leadenbip and found distinct petterns of

leadership for schools in urbon, suburbon, and rural settinp.

They noted that effective

schools' literature bas paid little attention 10 flcton in the externol environment of

schools that support or inhibit effective intemal condi1ions such as leadership.

a
uthon

urge future researc:hets 1D develop

strategies

that recogniu the

A stud
y

socioeconomic

done

organizational

b
y Hallinger

sta1us

more context- sensitive studies an
d

contexts

within

which

The

provide

U.S. schools

operate.

and Heck (1996) demonstrated how community

influenced the type ofleadership

a principal

exercised when
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interacting with various school processes.

Schools in the study were divided by

socioeconomic status and principal's leadenhip pn,:tioes were identified.

The results

indicated that the school's socioeconomic s1lllus moderates in- school processes,

including the principal' s exercise of instructional leadership.

Graham, (1990),

researched the bebavion of the superintendent as manager and

examined to what extent the socioeconomic status of the school district had on influence

on the superinlendenl's style when there were controls for siu and grade organiZltion.

He studied nine superintendents in divene socioeconomic school districts in New Jersey

and foWld that the superintendents shifted their lllllDlpial priorities depending on the

socioeconomic status of the district.

They llso foWld that rclewnt to leadership style,

variety of style was greatest in the high socioeconomic districts

middle and low socioeconomic districts.

IS

comporcd to the

They concluded that finances and

socioeconomic status of the district in part controlled style choice.

This study will investigate the relllionsbip bet-. district socioeconomic status

and superintendents' self-perception of their own tnnsfonnalional leadership practices

IS

meosurcd by the Leadership Practices Inventory- Self developed by Kouzes and Posner

(1997).

The study will be conducted in the state of New Jersey.

New Jersey provided the

researcher with districts that are very rich and districts that uo very poor.

New Jersey

schools, according to Education Week (Edwlrds, 1998), uo llso among the worst

segregated in the country, with minorities filling the clossrooms of inner city districts and

whites filling those in the suburbs.

the rich-poor dichotomy.

Student ochievemenl is llso reported consistent with

8

Socioeconomic status of each school district in New Jersey has been detennined

by using principal component analysis by the New Jersey Department of Education.

There ..,, eight District Factor Groups (DFG's) that have been used for the comparative

reporting oftest rosults from New Jeney's statewide testing programs (New Jersey

Department of Education, 1999).

The groups nmge from A (the lowest socioeconomic)

to J (the highest socioeconomic).

The variables that ..,, used in the formula ..,, discussed

further in Chapter Ill.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationships between

superintendents' perceived leadership practices and school district socioeconomic status.

In the study superintendents' perctptions of their leadership practices ..,, measwed

bY

the Leadership Practices Inventory-Self. The five research questions each focus on one of

the scales that comprise the LPI-Self.

The major questions posed for this study aro:

I . Is Ibero a perceived difference between the self rating of superintendents in

high socioeconomic districts and superintendents in low socioeconomic school districts

reprding" Challenging the Process" as measwed

bY Leadership Practices lnventory

Selfl

2.

Is there a perceived difference between the self-rating of superintendents in

high socioeconomic districts and superintendents in low socioeconomic school districts

regarding "Inspiring a Shared Vision" as measwed

Self?

bY Leadership Practices Inventory·
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3.

Is there a perceived difference between tho self-rating of superintendents in

high socioeconomic districts and superintendents in low socioeconomic school districts

regarding "Enabling Othon to Act" as measured by Leadership Pmctices Inventory- Self/

4.

Is there a perceived difference betwoen tho self rating of superintendents in

high socioeconomic districts and superintendents in low socioeconomic school districts

regarding "Modeling tho Way" as measured by Loadorship Pmctices Inventory- Self/

5.

Is there a perceived difference between tho self-rating of superintendents in

high socioeconomic districts and superintendents in low socioeconomic school districts

regarding "Encoumging tho Heart" as moasured by Leadership Pmctices Inventory- Self/

Hypotheses

Tho following null hypotheses have been dovolopod from.tho resoan:h questions

prosonted above:

HI.

Tbore will bo no statistically significant difference in tho moan score of

suporintendonls in high socioeconomic level districts and tho moan score of

suporintendonls in low socioeconomic level school districts as measurod by tho

Leadership Pmctices Inventory-Self on tho "Challenging tho Way" scale.

112.

Tbore will bo no statistically significant difference in tho moan score of

suporintendonls in high socioeconomic level districts and tho moan score of

suporintendonls in low socioeconomic level school districts as measured by tho

Leadership Pmctices Inventory-Self on tho "Inspiring a Shared Vision" scale.

H3.

Tbore will bo no statistically significant difference in tho moan score of

superintendents in high socioeconomic level districts and tho moan score of

JO

superintendents in low socioeconomic level school dis1ricts as measured by the

Leadership Practices Inventory-Self on the Enabling Others to Act" scale.

H4. There will be no statistically significant difference in the mean score of

superintendents in high socioeconomic level dis1ricts and the mcsn score of

superintendents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measured by the

Lcldenhip Practices Inventory-Self on the "Modeling the Way" scale.

H5. There will be no statisticslly significant difference in the mean score of

superintendents in high socioeconomic level districts and the mean score of

superintendents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measured by the

Leadership Practices Inventory-Self on the "Encouraging the Heart".

Definition ofTenns

In order to understand the wriables utilized in this study, it is necessary to define

them

Disqict Factor Group IDFG): is a cstegory assigned to coch school district in the State of

New Jersey.

district.

It provides an indicator of the socioeconomic status of citizens in coch

It has been useful f
or the compuative reporting oftest results from New Jersey's

slatcwidc testing programs.

There are eight district factor groups ranging from A (the

lowest socioeconomic) to J (the highest socioecooomic).

Low DFO/socioeconomic dislricts - Districts A, B, and CD iocludc those districts

identified by the Supreme Court in the Abbott v. Budce case as Special Needs Districts

thst contain the state's most cconomicslly disadvantaged student population (A and B)

and those thst are modemely low (CD).

High DFG/socioeoonomic

districts - Districts GH, I and J include

those

II

districts that have been targeted by the Supreme Court in the Abbott IV decision as

property rich districts that would be used to identify target levels of funding for the

Special Needs Districts (I and J) and those !bot ... modcmlely high (OH).

Tnneformational Lqdcrship- an influencing relationship among inspired, cncrgctic

lcadcIS and followers who have a mutual commitment to a mission that includes a belief

in empowering the members of the orpniution to effect, through a collaborative

responsibility and mutual accountability, luting change or continuous improvement that

will benefit the oqpmizetion's clients. (Cbiricbcllo, 1997)

Ladershin

Practices- the customary or habitual behaviors of effective leaders while

engaged in their work as dofincd by Kouza and Posner ( 1995).

Challenging the Process- Term

used by Kouzes and Posner ( 1995 ) that describes the

tnmsfonnational leadership practice of scarohing for opportunities to change the status

quo of the organiution by experimenting and taking risks and accepting inevitable

disappointments as learning opportunities.

lnspjring a Shami Vision- Term used by Kouza and Posner (1995) that descn
bcs the

tnnsformational leodenhip practice of envisioning the f\Jture by creating an ideal and

unique image of what the o<g111i1.1tion can become and enlisting othen by providing

visions that demonstrate exciting possibilitica f
or the f\Jture.

Egabling Olbom to Act- Term used by Kouees and Posner (1995) that describes the

tnnsformational leodenhip practice of fostering collaboration and building spirited teams

by strengthening othen through active involvement and mutual respect.

Modeling the Way- Tenn used by Kouzes and Posner (1995)

that describes the

tnnsfonnational leodenbip pn,cticc of establishing principlea concerning the way people
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should be treated and the way goals should be pursued including creating and setting an

example for others to follow, setting interim goals so that people can achieve small wins

a they work

towards larger objectives, unraveling bureaucracy when it impedes action,

putting up signposts when people are unsure ofwbere to gn or how to get there and

creating opportunities f
or victory.

ilncowJ&jng

the Hart-Term

used by Kouzes and Posner (1995) that describes the

transformational leadership practice of keeping hope and detennination alive by

recognizing contributions that individuals make by celebrating accomplishments.

Limitations of the Study

The following limitations were placed nn the study:

1.

This study wa limited -to K through 12• grade public school districts in the

state of New Jersey (N-209).

2.

The accuncy of the responses to the Leadership Practices Inventory- Self will

be dependent on the self-perception of the leadership practice of the

respcndent superin11:ndents.

3.

The reseorcher chose the Leadership Practices Inventory- Self as the

measurement instrument

4.

The independent variables in the demognphic survey, (i.e, gender, district

size, yean of experience in current position, and yean of experience as a

superin11:ndents) were not controlled for in the selection process.
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Sisniftcanee of tho Study

There is a need for ongoing educational reform.

Superintendents""' in the most

influential position of the school system, however there bas been a scaroity of research

that bas investigated their leadership pnwticos (ColCIIIIII and LaRoque, 1990; Cuban,

1984; Griffen, 1994; Hord, 1990; MIIJJ)hy and Hallingor, 1986,).

The superintendent's leadership pnwticos may determine the dogn,e to which

other school personnel ""'motivated to work towards the accomplishment of the

district's goals. An examination of the current literature supports transformational

leadership practices as a modol that moots the needs of today's orpnimions.

Scholars of

school leadership haw suggested transfonnatiooal leadership themy may provide a

framework to explain the work ofoxcoptional suporiritondonts (Awry, 1994; Borg, 1996;

Carter and CUMingbam, 1997; Griffin. 1994; Johnson. 1996; Lashway, 1997; Loithwood,

1995; Musolla, 1995).

However,,.., an, cautionod (Carter and Cwmingham, 1997; Hannaway, Bfokman

and Davis, 1990; Hannaway and Talbert, 1993; Loithwood, 1995; Konnert and

Augenstein, 1990; Leithwood, 1995; Louis, 1990 Johnson, 1996) that leadership studios

must look at loaders and their context to undorstlnd what it is that loadors do.

District context varilbles such as socioeconomic status (Graham, 1990) may be

rotated to tho way superintendents practice their leadership. Suporinlendonts who find

themselves in districts w1,e.., the context is such that they""' thwarted in engaging in

transfonnational leadership practices, must be awaro of the obstacles they face and

consciously seek opportunities to provide those practices that will enable them to move

their district forward.
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By studying the relationship between superintendent's self-pon:eption of their

own leadership practioes and the socioeconomic status of the school district the

researcher will begin to determine if a superinlendent's leadership practices can be linked

to the community context

If district variables such as socioeconomic status are rolated to

superintendents' practicing of transformational leadenhip, superintendeot preparation

programs should, in addition to providing the oppropriale leadership training, provide

their students with the ability to recognize significant contextual variables and adopt their

leadership behavior, accordingly.

They must also be able to rosolve role conflicts, cope

with demands, rocogni,.e opportunities and overcome barriers,

Orpnization of the Study

This study is organi....ct into five cbapton.

background to the study:

Chapter I presents the introductory

the problems, tho objectives, rosesrch questions, the

hypotheses, definition oftenns, limitations of the study, significance of the study, and

organimion of the study.

The review of literature in Chapter II contains an introduction and the following

sections: the role of the superintendent, lllnsformational leadeBhip and the

superintendent, and eff
ects of context variables on school leadership. The Kouzes and

Posner (1995) ftamework will be e,cponded upon in this chapter.

Chapter Ill contains an introduction and describes the rosesrch m.-logy

including the following: the data collection, insttumentation, procedures and data analysis

employed in the study.

Chapter IV includes an in-depth analysis of data, the SUDUIWY and troalment of

data, and tests the hypotheses.
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Chapter V summarizes the study and forms conclusions based on the in-depth

analysis of results.

Also included is a discussioo of the implications of the research,

recommendations based on the research, and recommendations for future research.
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Chapter II

Review of the Literature

Introduction

The purpose of the review of the literature is to provide insight into the role of the

superintendent and its complexities, to define transformational leadership practices and

their implications for superintendents, and to begin to clarify the relationship between

context and leadership practices.

Tho five leadership pnctices defined by Kouzes and

Posner (1995) will be defined and reviewed in relationship to the body of literature on

transformational leadership.

Tho KOU210S and Posner framework bas been identified

because it is consistent with the recent literature on transformational leadership and

because the instrument used in this study to determine superintendents• transformational

leadership pnctices is based on their framework.

Tho role of the superintendent bas evolved from a role with an emphasis on

instruction to one that is multililcetcd (Griffen, 1994). Currently, according to Johnson

(1996),

" . . . . many believe that the school superintendent can be a champion of reform,

assessing a district's needs, devising solutions to its problems, taking charge of its

policies and pnctices, providing support to its principols intent on improving their

schools, inspiring confidence among teachers and ensuring compliance by the reluctant

and recalcitrant" (p. xi).

After many years of relatively little research on the superintendency there now

appears to be a growing body of literature on the work of the district's chief school

administrator. To provide a quality education to students in a school district, the
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superintendent as the chief educational leader must understand the complexity of his or

her role.

Thero is a call for a new type of leadership for the superintendent

"Superintendents must be in a position to distribute power and influence in such a way

that it supports the capacity to continuously improve schools.

Superinteooents must

develop shared visions that address the needs of students and communities while holding

firm to high standards established by government, business, and their profession" (Carter,

G. and Cunningham, W., 1997, p.16).

Several researchers (Konnert and Augenstein. 1990;

Leithwood, 199S) have

suggested that transformational leadership holds gteat promise for the superintendency.

A superintendent's

ability to practice transformational leadership however may be shaped

by the context in which they work (Johnson, 1996).

The school superintendent by virtue

of access and control, makes decisions within the constnints posed by the organimtional

environment and e-.al influences or pressures (Fulilln, 1980).

The Role

oftbo Superintendopt

The effective schools movement in the i980's did not place much emphasis on

the role of the school supcrinll:ndent(Colemanand LaRoque, 1990; Cuban, 1984;

Griffen, 1994; Murphy and Hallinger, 1986). Recently, however, a body of msean:h has

begun to accumulate that investigates this overlooked position (Hord, 1990,). Murphy

and Hallinger ( 1986) ooted that ''there are substantial plltemS between the findings on

the principal as instructional leader and the role of the superintendent as instructional

leader"(p.229). Ultimately the role of the supcrinteooent is to assist the district in

building capacity to move itself forward (Carter and Cunningham, 1997).
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The core roles of suporintonding are instructional, managerial and political

(Cuban, 1988, Johnson, 1996).

Constituonts rely on superintendents to provide

leadonhip in each of these areas.

If instructional leadcnhip is weak, tho superinteodent has been found to be

misguided and preoccupied with the wrong things.

When managerial leadcnhip is weak,

the superintendent is seen as inelfective in implementing the goals of the district.

When

political leadcnhip is weak, the schools succumb to outside intluences or become a

bottleground f
or competing priorities (Johnson, 1996).

The instructional rote. Significant improvement in school perfonnance will

not

occur if tho superintendent does not assume a strong role as an instructional leader

(Carter and Cunningham, 1997).

According to Cuban ( 1988), the conoept of the instructional role for the

superintendent implies that tho superintendent is the teacher of tho school community

rsther than tho instructor of students and teochen.

At one level this relm to helping

teachers improve pedagogy, helping principals iuletpiet tho curriculum, and teaching

principals how to supervise and evaluate their staff. Al anothor level, a broader deflllition

of the instructional role of superintendents relm to the shaping of a mission f
or the

district, establishing a district climate, providing rituals and setting a perscnal ermple to

communicate ways to implement the mission.

At this level, the school boerd, the

community and the district organization become a classroom in which the superintendent

instructs on how to view schooling in a slightly diffemtt way as well as bends their

efforts toward new activities and goals.

role

set

Superintendents who assume this instructional

goals, establish standards, select and supervise staff. and ensure consistency in
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curricula and teaching approaches.

Cuban concluded that school improvement could not

be achieved without a high level of cuniculum. and instruction involvement from the

superintendent

Murphy and Hallinger (1986) studied instructional leadership in effective school

dislricts by interviewing superintendents from 12 of the most instructionally effective

districts in California.

Specific instructional mamgement practices were examined

within a framework of six major functions: setting goals and establishing expectations

and standards, selecting staff, supervising and evaluating staff
, establishing an

instructional and curricular f
ocus, ensuring consistency in technical core operations and

monitoring curriculum and instruction.

The superink,ndents reported actively "managing

and directing technical core activities in their districts"(p.220) uslng a cadre of direct and

inclircct leadership tools. Their involvement included the following:

( 1) Setting goals and establishing standards. The 12 superintendents reported that

their primary goal was increased student learning although they were alreac!y

among the most academically successful districts in the state.

This achievement

orientation developed by the superintendents was tnnslated into norms and goals,

which in turn guided the actions of othon in the school system. This was one area

in which the superintendents were "directly, personally and actively

involved"(p.221)

in goal development. The goals in these districts tended to

focus on curriculum and instruction, were developed primarily as an internal

activity led by the superintendent with collaboration of the administrative team

and the Board of Education without extensive input from teachers or the

community, and were believed by the superintendents to strongly influence both
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district and site level activities.

learning

WIS

A strong district level mission to improve

a priority of the superintendents.

(2) Selecting Staff.

Superintendents in those 12 districts were involved in the

hiring of all administrators and often participated in the selection of teaching staff

in conjunction with building level staff. In hiring new administmtors they

developed selection criteria and procedures and put an emphasis on curriculum

and instruction management skills and human rolllions.

The superintondent's

involvement in the selection of new teachers was symbolic in that it conveyed the

significance of the appropriate hiring of new tcacben.

The extent of the

superintendent's involvement was inversely related to district si7.e

(3) Supervising and Evalua!ing Staff.

Ten of the 12 superintendents mainlained

primary responsibility f
or the evaluation of principals and another

involved. They believed high visibility at the school buildings

leadmhip role.

WIS

WIS

actively

a key to their

The avenge supcrintcndent in this group spent over 20 eight

hour days-visiting schools, which is approximately 8 percent oftheir total wod<

year.

A, port of the supervision process they reported regulor meetings with

individual principals, with seven of the 12 conducting moro than 25 meetings with

individual principal throughout the year.

Reasons given f
or the school visitations

included supervision of personnel, checking systems, and building organizational

climate.

s.v.r.J of the supcrintcndcnts indicated that in addition to the

observations made, they used the visitations to monitor the progross each

principal was making towards their objectives.
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(4) Establishing an instructional and curriculum focus.

Superintendents in the 12

districts gave a high degree of focus to instruetional and curriculum activities.

They placed more emphasis on activities related to curriculum and insttuction and

monitored those activities. It was not unusual f
or some of the superintendents to

identify a particular teaching methodology and expect all teachers to emphasize it.

The two methods used to bring clarity to the technical core were the setting of a

pref
emd approach to instruction and the development of system wide curricular

expectations.

instnnnents

In eight of the districts textbooks and standsrdized testing

were consistent among the schools.

(S) Ensuring consistency in technical core operations.

Tho superintendents

reported thst there was a high degree of consistency in the areas of curriculum and

instruction and the superintendents were the "key actors"(p. 226) in maintaining

this focus.

Selection of staff, professional development and the allocation of

resources were ways in which the superintendent maintained the consistency of

focus.

Teacher evaluations were standsrdized across each district and evaluation

objectives were aligned with school objectives.

(6) Monitoring curriculum and instruction.

School visitations were one important

way those superintendents monitored technical core operations.

visits to review the following: (I)

were being

t to which district and

the exten

ented in the classrooms; (2) the match

implem

adopted curriculum and the objectives

pervasiveness

o
f the

district

pre
ferred

They used their

emphasi7.ed

during

between the

l

c ass

teaching strategy; (4) the

teaching and supervision skills; (S) the

effecti
veness

l

schoo

goals

district

lessons; (3)

i

the

linical

princ pals c

of school and classroom
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management practices as reflected in student movement patterns on the school

campus and student engagement rates in the classrooms; and (6) the principols'

level of understanding about what was happening in the areas of curriculum and

instruction in their schools.

These superintendents, as reported by M\lll'hy and Hallinger (1986), wen, all

actively involved in the instructional program of their district

was displayed in tluec ways.

Their direct leadership

They provided significant direction in the areas of

curriculwn and instruction, they CDSUICd consistency and coordination unong the

technical core operations, and they watched over internal proccacs and inspected

outcomes.

Bredeson (1996) further invcstipted the instructional lcadcrsbip roles of

superintendents.

He examined the relationships between superintendent's self.

descriptions of their involwment in curriculum development and instructional leadership

activities in their district and salient personal, professional and WOik variables.

The role

in curriculwn development described by the superintendents in this study was grounded

in facililation, support and delegation of the work to others.

The four major instructional

leadership roles tho! emerged wore instructional visi01181)1, instructional collaborator,

instructional supporter and instructional dcleptor.

Instructional supporters and

dcleptors accounted for 62.1 percent of all respondents.

Slightly over one quarter of the

superintendents dcscribcd themselves as collaboiators and only 12.S percent described

their role as instructional visionaries.

Superintendent's descriptions of their daily work

and adminislrati\'O priorities indicate that superintendents spend little time in curriculum

development.

Time constnints, role overload, other priorities, and lack of personal
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interest in curriculum and instruction confined the majority of superintendents.

involving budgets

Tasks

and school finance dominated the work of school superintendents.

Thero woe significant discrepancies in what suporintendcots said was important

compared

to bow much time they spent on porticular odministrative tasks.

superintendents

However

these

For example,

ranked curriculum and instructional tasks fourth by importance.

same tasks

dropped to seventh place bssed on the actual ID!Ount of time

spent by superinteodents in this area.

The study also revealed that superintendents

believed their school bosrds evaluated their administrative performance based on public

relations, personnel administration,

The JPl!ll!Fial

role.

According to Johnson (i996) school districts an:

and require superintendents to be good managen.

bosrd delegates m-ment of the district

fulfill their expecbllions.

innovative

Effectiveness in

and instructionsl leadership was the fifth most cited responsibility.

the area of curriculum

bureaucratic agencies

and general system administration.

prognms, but

The school

to the superintendent who is expected to

"The superintondent may f
oster creative teocbing and nurture

if the busses

do

not run or children

an: U1IICCOUllled for, ho or

she is iudsed to haw failed as a manager, not to have succeeded as a I_.' (p.220).

Johnson studied 12 superintondents in diverse school districts

agreement by the

should be

Slaffthat each

district required management

and f
ound that there was

and that the superintendent

in charge. Thero was, however, a range of views on exactly what the

superintendonl should

manage and bow absolute his or her authority should be.

Superintendents in highly

bureaucratic districts

administrators and through them to

building level

delegated authority to central

administrators. Johnson (1996) noted

that in these districts there was little room f
or variation and experimentation while in less
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bureaucratic distticts there was a more dynamic atmosphere.

In the less fonnal districts,

subordinates still knew wbo was the boss, but their relationship with the boss was more

involved with reciprocal influence.

Johnson concluded that identifying competent

management is relatively easy, while locating leadership is a more complicated matter.

In no disttict did the researcher find effective leadership without effective management.

On the other hand, there were incidents of superintendents who were inspirational,

however, because of poor management skills, they were unable to implement new ideas.

The effective new superintendents, studied by Johnson (1996), were f
ound to lead

"through managing" (p.239), although they did not manage rigidly.

Each superintendent

was responsive to the context of the disttict and assessed the opportunities f
or putting

forth initiatives.

Three related management issues were relevant

superintendent studied.

for each

new

The fint concerned the issue of balance between centralization

and decentnlization and bow much conformity among school practices is worthwhile.

Second. the new superintendents had to consider bow to structure their central office.

The third managerial consideration related to the quality of the disttict's principols.

The

way in which they selected and supervised building administrators provided the

superintendents with an opportunity to exercise influence.

"Good leaders must be good managen, but good managen may not be good

leader," Hord, 1990 (p. l ).

Managers do not change very much. Instead they manage

what they find and leave things as they found them when they leave. The managerial role

serves the fundamental purpose of maintaining organizational stability. Cuban (1987)

distinguished between managing and leading. Managing requires the technical skills of

allocating effectively and efficiently toward organi,.ational pis and resow-ces,
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monitoring. evaluating. and navigating.

Leading occurs when the goals go beyond

maintaining organizational stability and the superintendent initiates and takes risks,

croates conflict, transforms existing goals and odds new ones. Superintendent activities

that are associated with this role include those that cany out board policies, such as

planning. collecting and disbursing information, ccmttucting budgets, hiring and firing.

supervising subordinates, and managing conflict

For those superintendents who seek to

go beyond what the school board mandates, there is a meqiing of the managerial and

instructional roles (Cuban, 1987).

Karen Seashore Louis (1990) evaluated the role of the school district in school

improvement and identified two opposing sides of the debolo.

One side advocates for

"strong central leadership" while � other side pushes for more school-based control.

The author pn,sen1<d arguments that suggest a "middle way", one involving district and

school co-management of the improvement process.

Within a co-managed system the

roles she delineated f
or the superintendent and district staff included the following

n,sponsibilities:

I. System Building

2. Setting Broad Policies

3. Stimulating

4. Enabling

S Supporting

6. Buffering

Cuban (1987) reviewed the n:searoh on how superintendents spend their time and

concluded that the initial self-reports of the 1950's showed superintendents spending most
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of their time in administration rather than in instructional supervision, with brief

moments squeezed into relations with the community.

Reports done by shadowing

superintendents from the early l 970's on showed that suporintendonts have many brief

encounlels, mosdy with school board members and central office staffmembers.

are numerous interruptions that limit the time spent in schools or at the desk.

superintending is a world of action.

There

"In short,

A picture of superinlendent behavior as planned and

organized receives little support from these studies" (p.260).

The studies indicated time

being spent with superiors and subordinates in meetings and deskwork with little time to

spend in schools and classrooms.

The cons1lnl attention required by these interactions, with conflicting demands

from individuals and groups, generate inescapeble oonflict. It is because of these

demands, Cuban believed, that superintendents opt for adopting a managerial role, rather

than a leadership role, as a strategy for reducing conflict

Other reasons f
or adopting a

managerial role include the origins of the position, socialization and training, uncertainty

in determining effectiveness and convenience.

Despite the emphasis on management over leadership, Cuban asserted, there have

been superinlondents that made substantive changes to the districts they led.

For this type

of change to oocur there must be certain conditions in place. The necessary conditions

noted included I) a sense of crisis 2) an enlightened achoo! boord and 3) a vision

The political role.

The political role goes beyond community leadership and

public relations and includes those processes that superinlondents must use to determine

and transform personal and public goals into policies and actions.

It also encompasses
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the authority, rules and influence that superintendents exert in worting with a school

board and governing a school district (Cuban. 1988).

Superintendents stand between what slate and local school boards direct, what

pon,nts expect, what teachen and pon,nts want(and these differ) and what

students need.

Their position is like that of a police officer at a traffic circle

where cars from f
our different directions enter and exit.

Then: to slow and speed

up tntlic, the officer also must sense when it will bunch up and even out and

determine when to call a halt to one line while urging another to move ahead with

dispatch.

Figuring out when the tntlic of competing interests and expectations

will ebb and flow, while simultaneously handling the inevitable crashes of

conflicting interests in order to avoid gridlock becomes a superintendent's major

task.

By their decisions and actions, by their exercise of f
onnal and informal

po-. their display of interpersonal skills, their core values, and their

perspectives on what is or what is not possible, superintendents detennine to what

extent a policy is

implemented as intended, converted to fit the particular contours

of the district, or shelved. (Cuban. 1988, p.2S7).

Johnson (1996) concluded that politics is a central component in the work of the

superintendent and a requirement for success.

Superintendents must know how to build

coalitions, negotiate agreements, and f
orce concessions when necessary.

afford to be above politics.

They cannot

In recent years the role of politics in education has increased

due to shrinking public funds, an increasing conviction that the public, not the

professionals, should control public education and the need to serve a diverse student

population.

In oddition, most teachers are currendy supported by labor organi,.ations and
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negotiated contracts.

Superintendents need to be political to build coalitions that

establish support f
or their district.

They need to ensure odequate funding for their

schools by using those coalitions to petition legislators, bargain with tho mayor, and

motivate teachers to represent tho schools, or challenge inadequate budgeting for

education.

Superi-.lents also must use political leadership to divide resources among

prosnms and schools as competing demands are made

The three roles, inslructional, managerial and political, f
orm tho core of tho

superintendency and cannot be ignored if the superintendent is to survive.

The conflict

orises as superi-.tents try to serve a multitude of constituencies that have competing

expectations as to what should occur.

Conflict is embedded due to tho multiple roles and

is connected to how much superintendents man•ge mcl how much they lead.

Superintendoqts' role and

school district eff
ectivenoss.

There is little doubt that a

school superintendent would like to improve school perfomw,ce, raise public

conlidence. and oecuro community support for tho district's vision of schoolins The

specific role of tho superintendent in this process is less cl- and tho litenture in this

areo is sparse (Berg, 1996). Although most school reform reports stress tho importance of

tho principal's role and ignore the superi..-t•s role, there is a growing body of

litenlure that suggests that the superintendent's leadership is a critical component if

educational change is to be institutionalized (Leslie, 1992).

Fullan (1982) has asserted

that change efforts are more likely to succeed when tho superintendent is an active

supporter.

One reason f
or tho lack ofinformation msy be that finding a definition of "district

effectiveness" (p.28) is a difficult task for resean:hers studying school or school district
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Although not without limitations, several investigaton have looked at student

leadership.

achievement

as a way to

gauge effectiveness (Leithwood, I 99S).

Coleman and La Rocque ( 1990) studied the activities of the superintendent's

office in high performing districts and compared

them to the

superintendent's office in other districts. They concluded

activities of the

that the

worlc of the

superintendency contributes to the development and maintenonce of a district ethos,

which. in tum, lffects district quality.

They developed three concepts that empbasiu

cultural elements ofleadership other than relational ones.

The lint is "teach" which

conveys the ability of the superintendent to influence the orientation of subordinates and

encompasses the two other concepts of

professional ncnns, which

"vision" and "range"

(p. 61 ).

Vision refen to the

shape and guide activities towards a desired future state.

Range refers to the scope and diversity of activities to which the superinlendent devotes

his time and energy.

focus

The

authors empbasi7.C that most

leadership studies

role of the principal, with little resesroh done

on the

on the

in education

superinlendent

iliven

.

the current school environment and hostility to authority, the author believes that

"leadership

suggest

in school districts is better c- as influence than power. They

that

leadership in school districts should be mostly focused on creating and

sustaining a positive district ethos.

LaRocque is

District

ethos, as described by Coleman and

made up of six activity and attiblde ''focuses"(p. 64): taking care of

business; monitoring performance; odapting

for stakeholden;

policies and practices; consideration/caring

creating shared values; and cresting community support. These

practices porallel what occurs in good classrooms and in good schools and ultimately

impact on student outcomes.

As such. leaders at the district level are acting in a manner
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similar to principals in climate building. Since the school level activities have been

proven to aff
ect student achievement, the authors contend it is possible that they will also

have a positive effect at the district level.

They concluded their research by suggesting

that the superintendency can have a profound effect on the work of other professionals in

the district through the creation and maintenance of a positive disttict ethos.

Musella and Leithwood (1990) f
ound much less "roach" into classrooms on the

port of a cross section of superintendents.

They looked at the influence of the

superintendent on school effectiveness by surveying 69 superintendents and 762 other

respondents in five other roles. Their results indicated extensive perceived influence of

superintendents on ,chool system factors through the use of a broad array of influence

strategies. As a fiamewort f
or thei[ study they reviewed the extensive body of evidence

that has accumulated in support of teacher and school effectiveness as it relates to student

learning.

They also incorporated 11 system factors and noted that evidence of the

potential link between these factors and student growth varies in quality. Convincing

evidence is available concerning sta1fdevelopment programs, teacher evaluation

practices and system morale and climate.

More speculative factors with less available

research are administrator evaluation practices, teacher selection and promotion practices,

trustee-lellCher relations, trustee administrator relations, board- community relations,

program evaluation practices and ldministrator teacher relations.

Four other factors were

also included in the framework: funding, policy, legislation and board-ministry relations.

Each represents a variable that is related to student learning. Based on evidence outside

this study they believed that superintendents should focus on selected IIChool-system

factors, which emphasize school level administrators' effectiveness.

Finally they
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recommended that superintendents "be a coach and a r,,foree but not a player" (p. 1 1 1 ).

Recent efforts moving towards school-hosed planning would exemplify this approach.

Musella and Leithwood concludod that superintendents appearod to have minimal direct

effects upon schools but their work.- many of the organintional conditions giving

rise to district effectiveness by contnbuting to the improvement of building-level

administnltor effectiveness.

Griffin (1994) provided a multi-state study on the superintoodcnt's impect on

school district effectiveness by looking at the behaviors of school district supcri-.lents

in six districts that had engaged in district-wide school improvement plans hosed on

effective schools ..,.,....h. The focus of the study

WIS

on the district and not on

individual ·schools. Her study includod sending questionnairos to principals to obtain their

perceptions of their superintondent' s behaviors and activities during Ibo time their

schools were improving.

lntorviews were conducted wilh the superintoodcnts to

determine the pea:eivod behaviors and activities that 1hoy believod led their districts to a

state of effectiveness. Observing the superintondent and analyzing the contont of district

archival records got additional descriptive information.

lntorview questions were

clustered around live categories: leadership and planning; curriculum; staffdevelopmen�

district-school intenction and superintondent behaviors.

The three themes that emerged

that descnbed the dynamics of the superintendents' impect were focus, support and

beliel!. The superintendents' f
ocus brought clarity of vision and organizational pis.

Each superintendent was involved in the activities of the district's effective schools

committee.

Support

professionals.

bY the

superintendents

WIS

in the r,,cognition of district staffas

The necessary assistance needed to accomplish school improvement tasks
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and organi,.ational goals were provided.

and support.

Beliefs were the driving fon:e linked to focus

They contributed to the process of actualizing visions.

Griffin (1994) concluded that the leadership provided by the superintendent

contributes to schools developing one at a time and provides the linkage needed among

schools to bolster the improvement of individual schools. In effective school districts it

was the suporintendent's bebavion that shaped the district and croatod the setting for goal

accomplishment within the school district

"To argue that district superintendents are in a position to rostructure schooling,

(and presumably to improve what occun in the classroom) atlontion must be paid to the

origins of the post, the varied roles that superintendents must perf
orm, and the nature of

leadership and change in school' (Cuban, 1989, p.2Sl).

Cuban "'lies on his IS yoon as a

school practitioner, seven of those yoon spent as a superintendent and ICSCSICher and

asserts that 'Conflict is the DNA of the superintendency' (p. 291) and superintendents

.,., commonly driven to reduce tensions and avoid �or change and inSllbility by

favoring CODS1IDcy over change.

When superintendents do initiate omnges, they favor

ones that improve efficiency and effectiveness rather than alter the limdamental

structures of schooling.

Superintcndonts who have made critical changes in schooling

did so when their skills converged with conditions within the setting favonble to

undertaking such structural changes.

Transformational

Lcldcnhjp and the

Supcrimendcnt

The current literature on educational leadenhip (Leithwood, 199S, Konnert and

Augenstein, 1990, Johnson, 1996) has advocated for transformational leadorship as a way

for superintendents to bring positive change to their districts.

This section will review the
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recent ....arch on transfonnational leadership and will describe the transfonnational

behaviors that have been identified by Kouzes and Posner (l 99S).

The Kouzes and

Posner framework bas been identified because it is consistent with the rocent literature on

transfonnational leadership and because the instrument used in this study, The

Leadership Practices Inventory-Self (1997) is based on the Kouzes and Posner model.

Tnnsfqrmalional

ladenhio.

Bums (1978) first proposed the idea of

transfonnational leadership in a developed f
onn and Bass (198S) applied the concepts

and expanded upon them in educational settings. Transfonnational leaders, as defined by

Bass, motivate subordinates to do more than they ever expected to do by raising their

level of awareness and consciousness about the importance and value of reachins

designated outcomes, encouraging subordinates to transcend their own self-interests for

the sate of the organiution, and alterins subordinates needs on Maslow's hierarchy or

exponding their portfolio of needs and wants.

Accordins to Bass "the trlllSICtional leader

works within the Olgllli,.ational culture as it exists; the transfonnational leader changes

the organi2ational culture" (p. ).

Three transfonnational leadership factors identified by Bass included:

I.

Charisma: the leader instills pride, filith, and respect; bas a gift for seeing what

is really important bas a sense of mission (vision) effectively articulated

2.

Individual consideration: the leader delegates projects to stimulate and croate

learning experiences; treats each person with respect and as an individual.

3.

Intellectual stimulation: the leader provides ideas that result in a rothinking of

old ways; leader enables followers to look at problems from many angles and to

seek creative solutions
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Research on this type of leadership has just begun to emerge within the

educational setting.

Transformational leadership includes both transactional and

transformational practices.

Transactional f
orms of leadership are based on exchange

theory: system rewords are exchanged for system services of the employee, who is

perceived as performing in part out of self-interest. Although transactional leadership

prlClices are needed, they are not sufficient in motivating people to do their best or in

mainlaining peak effort from employees. According to Burns (1978) only a portion of

leadeBhip is due to a transaction between the leader and the followers.

In transactional

leadership, the leaders and followers approach each other with the expec1ation that an

exchange will occur.

Transformational leadership goes beyond this approach as the

leader seeks a rolationsbip of mutual stimulation and elevation.

Bennis (1984) noted the following competencies required by transformational

leaders:

1.

Management of lllk:ntion: a compelling vision that brings others to a place they
-

-

have not been before; a clear sense of outcome goal and direction.

2.

Management of meaning: communicating the vision; making dreams apparont

to others and aligning people with these dreams.

3.

Management of dreams, constancy and focus.

4.

Management of self: knowing one's skills and deploying them effectively (p.

17).

Leithwood (1992) is one of the key resean:bers who have been looking at

transformational leadership as it applies to educational administration. He and his

colleagues completed thr<e studies in an ongoing series aimed at looking at this type of
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leadership. According to Loithwood, school administrators must focus their attention on

using facilitative power to make second order changes in their schools.

This can be

11CC0111plished by using transforming leadership as a leadership that facilitates the

redefinition of a peeple' s mission and vision, renews their commitment and restructura

their system for goal accomplishment (Roberts, 1983; cited in Loithwood, 1992).

He

suggested that transformational school leaders are continually pursuing three fundamental

goals: I) helping slaft' members develop and maintain a collaborative, professional school

culture; 2) fostering teacher development; and 3) helping them solve problems together

more effectively.

Loithwood (1995) bas adapted the two dimensions oflranSICtional leadership

identified by Bass to apply to the P.'""tices of the superintendent

The two identified

practices ...,,

I.

Contingent rewmd. The superinll:ndent tells the slaft' what to do in order to be

rewudod f
or their efforts.

2. Management by exception. The superintendent intervenes with slaft' only when

standards are not being met

Loithwood (1995) also provided a review of transformational leadership practices

as they apply to the superintendency:

I.

Identifying and articulating a vision.

The superintendent identifies new

opportunities for the district and develops, articulates and inspires others with his

or her vision for the future.

2.

Providing an appropriate model.

The superintendent sets an example for staff

to follow that is consistent with the values that the superintendent espouses.
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3.

Fostering the acceptance of group goals.

The superintendent promotes

cooperation among staffand assists them to work together towards a common

goal.

4.

High performance expectations.

The superintendent demonstrates

expectations for excellence, quality, and/or high perf
ormance on the part of the

staff.

S.

Providing individualized support.

The superintendent shows respect f
or the

staff and concern about their personal leelinss and needs,

6.

Intellectual stimulation.

The superintendent cballenaes staffto reexamine

some of their assumptions about their work and mhink how it can be performed.

Aocording to Konnert and Augenstein (1990)," transformational leadership is the

superintendency" (p. 74).

It's having a vision ofwbat the school system can be and

motivating all associated with the system to have pride in the system and to achieve more

than they thought possible for the good ofthe system.

Kouzes and Posner's Loadenhio Practices
Leadership practioes, in relationship to the superintendent, have been defined as

those overt and observable behaviors that are used by superintendents to maintain and

improve the quality of education in their school district (Leithwood, 1995).

Kouzes and Posner (199S) conducted extensive research on transformational

leadership pnctioes and developed a list of five leadership practices and ten strategies

associated with those practices:

I.

Challenging the Process

Search for Opportunities
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Experiment and take risks

2.

Inspiring a Slwed Vision

Envision the future

Enlist Others

3.

Enabling Others to Act

Fo- Collaboration

Strengthen Others

4.

Modolingthe Way

Set the Example

Plan Small Wins

S.

Encouraging the Heart·

Recognize Individual Contn'bulion

Celebnle Accomplisbments

It is these Ii"" practices that are incorporatod into their Leadenhip Pnctices

ln"""tory that is being used in this study to measure superimmldent's transformational

leadership.

Following is a discussion of each of those five practices and the two

associated behaviors.

g,,,nc;ngigg

the process. Effective leaders challenge the status quo. They are

pioneers who are willing to step out and explore the unknown by taking riaks in order to

find a better way of doing things.

products, services, or processes.

They are not always the creaton or originators of new

Much of this comes from others who ue doing the

work. Their primary contribution is in the recognition of good ideas, the support of those

ideas, and the willingness to challenge the system to get those good ideas adopted.
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Leaders realiz.e that experimentation, innovation and change all involve risk and failure

but they continue on anyway.

They also invite otbers to take risks, experiment and

Their failuros and the failures of otheB are viewed as learning opportunities.

innovate.

They learn from their failuros as well as their successes.

The two key bebavioB that

characterize leaders who challenge the process are searching f
or opportunities and

experimenting and taking risks.

Peters ( 1987) stated that visions and opportunities adopted by leaders wore

seldom original: that the effective leaders prinwy function was not to identify new

opportunity, but to effectively implement the changes necessary to secure any advantages

presented by the opportunity.

Meeting with a variety of diveBC groups is a way in which

leaders can identify those opportunities.

Kour.es and Posner (1995) agree that by meeting

with both internal and external sources, leaders become aware of potential opportunities

to gather

new ideas. Systemic approaches such as suggestion boxes, brainstorming

meetings, focus groups and other communication can also be effective ways of getting

new ideas.

According to Ko112JCS and Posner (1995), innovation becomes stifled when the

prevailing attitude is "if it ain't broke, don't fix it"(p. 57).

It is the role of the leader to go

out and look f
or tbooe things that don't look right

Eft'ective leaders work to build a culture that encourages employees and otheB to

present new ideas and assist in the search f
or new opportunities.

When this occws

employees are more productive and more creati.e (Oakley and Krug, 1991; Schein.

1985).
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Focilitative leadership, identified by Lashway, 1997, promotes a culture for

chanse by supporting risk-taking activities, cutting through red tape, ceaselessly

communi<lting with teachers, openly facing conflict, selecting only staff who are in tune

with the vision, and nurturing those rituals that support the schools values. Kouzes and

Posner (199') see risk- taking as an essential port ofleadorship and view leaders as

pimars who are willing to step into the unknown"(p. 66).

Waiting f
or permission to

begin new endeavo11 is not characteristic of leaden. Acting with a sense of urgency is a

behavior of successfill leaders.

Peters (J 987) suggested that to move an organization

f
orward, the leader must provide an environment where failure is viewed as an essential

element of ongoing orgaoi,,.tional operations because the knowledgo gained helps

produce innovation and positive chanse.

Hc ocknowledpl that ihe question of how

much risk an organization can sustain is one that must be addressed.

provide guidelines in this

area. but

Some organi:zations

there is always the element ofjudgement for the

individual to cxmcise regarding what is an approprille level ofrisk.
.

lnspjri!J8 a

dwod vision. Elfcctive leaders inspire a shared vision.

They imagine

the opportunities that wait when they and their conatituenls arrive at a distant destination.

Leaders want to llllb things happen, chanse the way things currently are, and create

something that no one else has ever created before.

They see what the results will look

like even bef
on: they start the project and are pulled f
orward by the clear image.

Yet they

realize that nothing will get accomplished without commi- and that they cannot

COIIIIIWld that commitment, only inspire it.

conatituents and speak the same language.

To do this, lcadell must know their

The constituents must believe that the leader

undemands their needs and has their best interest at heart The leader can only enlist
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their support by knowing their hopes, aspirations, dreams and visions.

enable others to see the exciting possibilities that the filture can hold

Leaders can

They paint a

picture that shows how the dresm is for the common good and communicate their passion

through the use of vivid language.

It is this passion that sporks the enthusiasm in the

constituents. Koll7JOS and Posner (1995) report that of their five exemplary leadership

pnctices, inspiring a shared vision is the lout fioquently applied and the one most

reported to be the most uncomfortable.

Tho resesrcbers believe that most people attribute

something mystical about the process of inspiring a shared vision and see it as something

'that comes from the gods'(p. 125).

an inability to be inspirational.

It is this assumption that inhibits people more than

According 10 the resesrcbers then: is no need to be

famous or a charismatic person to �nspire a shared vision.

a

What is necessary is to believe

and to be able to transmit the belief in an energetic and enthusiastic way that brings the

vision to life for others. Abstract visions become concrete when leaden use a variety of

techniques such as metaphors, symbols, positiw language and personal energy to

generate excitement.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Sr. exemplified a leader who had mastered

this art. Tho two key behaviors that characterize leadem who inspire a shared vision an,

envisioning the filture and enlisting others in pursuing the vision.

According to Konnert and Augenstein (1990), the articulation of a vision may be

the "cornerstone

community"

of empowerment for the superintendent and the entin: schonl

(p. 106).

Bennis and Nanus

(1985) suggested that the vision can be as

unique as a dream or as precise as a goal or a mission statement The most important

component

is that it articulates a view of a "n:alistic, credtble, attractive filture for the

organization,

a condition that is better in some important ways than what now exists"(p.
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89).

They dotennined, after looking at the lives of 90 leaden, that "attention to vision"

WIS one of the main strategies employed.

Peters (1987) agreed that an effective

superintendent must be able to articulate the vision to creole an atmosphere for growth.

Kouzos and Posner ( 1995) define enlisting others u attracting people to a

common purpose.

others.

That common pwpose must be brought to life by igniting pusion in

To enlist others in pursuing the vision, everyone must own the vision and goals.

This is porticularly important in a school setting because tmchers typically regard

methodology as a matter of individual pref
erence and empowerment strstegies do not

automatically lead to schoolwide change in educational pnctices.

Failing to solicit the

input of others may cause resentment, resistance and backlash (Johnson, 1996).

She

further sugsosted that an educational vision must be crafted with a particular local

context in mind rather than one that could be relewnt in any district. Rather than stating

the conviction that "all children can leam"(p. 70) a local vision must be tailored to the

specific context of the district.

The successfi,l superintendent must step bock and find

values among competing points of view and develop a process whereby those competing

points of view begin to clarify a vision that provides a direction for the district.

To

develop a practical and purposeful vision that is meaningful in context, the

superintendent must conaider "their district's histoiy and cunent needs, the character of

their communities, the structure and culture of the school «pnizwtions, as well as the

formal and informal authority inherent in their new position" (p.67).

Enabling others

to act. Effective leaden know

a reality by the actions of one individual.

that their dreams will oot become

They know that leadership is a team eff
ort and

that they must enlist the support and assistance of all those who have a stake in the vision
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to make the project work. Kouzes and Posner (1995) note that their research has

supported the notion that leaders personally benefit when they enpae in collaborative

behavion since they are more likely to be seen as credible. To fosler cooperation, leaders

must work with diverse and conflicting inleresls among groups by developing

cooperative gools, Sfflking integrative solutions, and building trusting relationships. The

leodets ability to enable othm to act must be foundod on trust and confidence.

From the

constituent's point of view, this is the most important of the fiw leadership practices

because without that tiust and confidence, risks will not be taken and change will not

occur. According to the resesn:bers, trust is at the hoort offoatering collaboration and is a

critical ingredient in successful organimrions.

oihen before asking that othm

trust them.

Leaders must demonstrate their trust in

To build trust a leader must listen to what

othm haw to say and be sensitive to their needs. People listen more attentively to

people who listen to them.

To enable othm to act, leaders must make it posst"ble f
or them to feel strong and

competmt and to have a sense of ownership.

they haw but by giving it away.

Leaden do this by not 1-ding the power

When people are given discretion, authority, and

information, they are more likely to use their energies to produce exlnlordinary results.

To strengthen othm the elfoctive leader must create a climate wbcre people are involved

and imponant

Leaden strengthen othm when they give their power away, when they

allow constituents to exen:ise choice, and discretion, when they develop competoncc to

excel, when they assign critical tasks, and when they offer visible support. The two key

leadership behaviors that enable othm to act are f
ostering collaboration by promoting

cooperative goals and building trust and strengthening people by giving power away,
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providing choice, developing competence, assigning critical tasks, and offering visible

support.

In the owr SOO original cases studied by Kouzes and Posoer (1995), there was

never an CX11Dple of extraordillll)' ICOOlllplislunent without the active support of many

individuals. They found that collaboration produces coheaiveoess and enhanced morale

among employees and groups collaborating.

To jplin this active support, leaden must use

effective communiClltion to attract people to their vision and enlist their aid in developing

«pnizwtional pis. Bennis and Nonus (1985) noted the

sreat need for

leaden to

communicate in such a manner that the message is understood at every level, and in every

direction, both fonmlly and informally.

According to 1obmon (1996), loadenhip in

school districts must be based on reciprocal

influence with individuals from different

roles collaborating to improve education. Effective school administrator.l encourage

independent initillive and creative solutions. They model collaboration by allowing

leadership to be simultaneously top-down, bottom up, and sido- to- side.

P-. (1987) indicated that there

pert

an,

no limits to the ability to contribute on the

of a properly Jelectcd, well trained, appropriately supported, and above all,

committed person. The school superintendent, often removed from the classroom

because of the location of the centnl office and because of other issues, such as school

funding. asbestos crises, political campaigns, teacher strikes and s- m1ndates, must

devote the time and energy required to empower scbool personnel to ensure a quality

educational prolllllll-

Trust is at tho heart of fostering collaboration and is the central issue in n:llling to

others both inside and outside the orpnizwtion (Kouzes and Posoer, 1995).

When trust
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has been established. individuals are able to consider altemative viewpoints and make use

of other peoples' expertise.

When trust is not piosent. there is a tendency to twist facts

and croate an atmosphere of misunderstanding and misinterpretation.

leader must be able to listen to what others have to say.

others who listen to them.

To build trust, a

People listen moro attentively to

Within the educational environment, teachers believe that they

have the most important position but know that others don't always share that view.

Johnson (1996) pointed out that once teachers feel genuinely respected, they trust the

superintendent's intentions and are able to consider bis or her idea.

If the teacher senses

condescension from the superintendent. they will dismiss the superintendent as a

bureaucrat.

In Johnson's study of twelve new superintendents, she f
ound that teochen

and principals hoped that the superintendents would rospect their wort, seek their

opinions, and cam their trust and support

They wanted to go beyond the bieran:bical

relationship to establish a collaborative association. which would !Cid to positive school

clwlse.

Mndo)jng

the way. Effective leaders -y exhibit behavion that show

them as individuals with uncompromising integrity.

They set a daily example that

builds commitment by demonstrating behavion that create progress and momentum.

Leaders must first be clear about their beliefs and guiding principles. Constituents are

moved more deeply by deeds then by compelling words and expect leaders to show up,

pay attention, and participate directly in the process of getting extraordinary things done.

By leading by example, leaders make their visions become tangible and provide the

evidence of their commitment

Leaders must have belief$ and articulate them ofton.
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Kouzes and Posner (1995) have done extensive research on the issue of credibility

and have found that when it comes to dotonnining a leader's believability, "people first

listen to the words; then watch the actions.

walk.

They listen to the talk and then watch the

Then they measure they congruence"(p.210).

Every action a leader takes must be

consistent with those beliefs and must be able to .- projects along a predetennined

path. They must recognize that it is the little wins that add up and build the confidence

that bisger challenges can be met, consequently strengthening commitment to the long

term future.

Leaden help others by breaking progms

into small achievable goals. The

small wins process helps leaden to keep constituents commitment to a course of action

by providing some indication of movement.

reinf
oroe the natunl desino to feel iuccessful.

Small wins also help build confidence ind

Each small win provides a stable building

block in the process. The two key leadership behaviors that model the way are setting the

example by behaving in ways that an, consistent with shued values and achieving small

wins that promote consistent progress and build commitment.

Johnson (1996) noted in hor study of superintendents, that most teachers see the

superintendent in the distance and believe that it is the principol who has the greatest

leverage on their work. The expectations of teachers and principols with regard to

superintendents an, usually transactional, not transformational.

"Only when

superintendents prove themselves to be well-informed educators, wise change agonts and

deserving of respect and trust do constituents seriously consider rosponding to their call

f
or change" (p.121 ).

Teachers and principols must be convinced that their superintendent

will work hard to provide the rosources for their programs.

Once the basics are satisfied,

they will look f
or more activities that demonstnte the superintendent's commitment to
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education.

Behaviors such as visiting schools and classrooms and making genuine efforts

to enpge staff in new ideas about their

won: will

reinforoe the notion that the

superintendent's primary goal is to provide a positive instructional atmosphere.

A

superintendent's copacity to lead in this type of environment becomes dependent upon

the way teachers and principals view the superintendent's commitment to children and

dodication to ensuring that the school works well.

Some types of superintendent

viS1bility wore valued more than others, making the distinctions between ceremonial,

sncill and substantiw types of visits.

Superintendents who only visit the schools for

specill ...,nts wore feh to have no understlnding of what really goes on.

Socill visits

wore appm:iated but tescbers expressed a wish for visits that wore moe meaningful.

One suporintendeot in the study was reported as being highly enpged in classroom

activities. He wau:hed lessons, talked with students and informllly discussed issues with

staff. In general superintendents, who ltlldo ftoquont classroom visits, impressed

teochon.

Some e,qnssecl exacerbation by the &ct that although they wore visited, there

was little feedbo<:k

egarding what was -.

1ohnson (1996) concluded that a

superintendent who is regularly engaged in the life of the schools and classrooms has a

ttemendous influence on the teacher's -11:.

Teochers and principals in frequently

visited buildings reported that the superintendent's presence conveyed the district

administration's support oftesching and c:oncem for students and their learning.

This

increases tho potential for better collaboration and pmvides the superintendent with

enhanced cedibility as an educator.

Being viewed as an educator first, earns the

superintendent dutiful respect However, he or she must maintain ongoing success in this

area in order to achieve long-term commitment tiom tescbers and principals.
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A second behavior associated with modeling the way is to achieve small wins

(Kouzes and Posner, l 99S).

In order to get commitment to new behavio11 leado11 must

brook down big problems into small, dooble steps and get a person to say yes more than

one time. Others must be able to see that brelking the journey down into measurable

goals and milestones can demonstrate: progress.

The authors contended that strategic

pllnning. a tnditional management approecb, doesn't convey the emotions that people

experience when they roach milestones.

The small wins process allows the leader to

build commiunent to a coUBO of action.

This concept is compared to the way

professional fund-raisers initially ask f
or a small contnbution from new deeors,

"they

know that its easier to go back and request more (and they do) in the future from tho,e

who've made an initial contribution than to return to somoono who's already said no" (p.

24S).

Small wins build confidence and increase the desire to be successful.

Leaden

must deliberately cultivate a strategy of small wins to get others to want to go along with

their requests.

People who feel like winners have an increased desire to continue on in

the journey.

Achieving small wins ClClleS momentum and sustains commitment to stay

on the path.

When we provide visibility by publicizing the contributions of others we

increase the likelihood of new relationships. Success

together and increases their attachment to the project

acts

as a magnet that pulls people

"Commitment- staying the

course- is thus facilitated when people feel that they have a choice, when their decisions

and actions are visible, and when they can't easily deny or back out of actions" (Kouzes

and Posner, 199S, p.2S9).
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Bnoouruing the heart. Effective leaders encourage

by rocognizing their contributions.

must be a senuine oct of caring.

the heart of their constituents

This encoUf11!C111ent can be dramatic or simple but it

When goals ""' roached, those that have achieved those

goals must be treated like winners. The four essentials in the recognition of individuals

are: (a) to build self-confidence through high expectations; (b) to connect perf
ormance

and rowanls; (c) use a variety of rewards; and (d) be positive and hopeful.

By using these

four essentials and recognizing contributions, leaders stimulate and motivate the internal

drive within individuals.

Leaders express pride in the accomp- of others, and

recognize them widi public pnise, rewards and WlflD acknowledgements.

The two key

behaviors associated with encoursging the heart are recognizing individual contributions

to the success of every project and celebrating team iocomplisbments regularly.

Leaders who celebrate team accomplishments, u well as individual

accomplishments, reinforce the ootion that "we're all in this together" (p. 270).

This

serves to create and sustain team spirit as well u provide opportunities to stress key

values. By providing this type of recognition, role models..., also identified and

providing this type of recognition incn:ases people's commitment to the group's goals.

Lashway (1997) distinguished between ldnSformational leadership behaviors and

two other types of leadership behaviors, hierarchical and facilitative. Leaders using the

hierarchical sbategy base their power on the position they hold in the hierarchy.

most part their power

fails to follow orders.

For the

is coen:ive and may result in the discipline of a subordinate who

This type of po- assumes there is only one best way of doing a

task. Many school ref
orm plans, such as the "instructional leader' (p. 53) in the effective

schools movement nwntain a hierarchical focus.

The most obvious advsntage of this
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model is efficiency.

Focusing on logical decision making and worker accountability

provides a clear direction for getting things done and allows f
or fair and impartial

decisions.

Another benefit comes from the fact that not all employees are self-motivated

and have the organizations best interests at heart at all times.

usually works with this type of employee.

Using coercive power

Finally, individuals havo what is called the

"habit of obedience" (p. 54) and like having someone in charge ofdecision· making

Limitations of the hierarohical strategy include the ,...liation by leaders that the

same hierarchy that gave the leader powor llso controls the limits to that power by board

policies, union contracts and state laws. Even ifthen: wen: no IOSlnints on the levol of

power in a school system, it is extraordinarily difficult to control the efforts of teachers in

a classroom.

Another problem Lashway (1997) points out is the loss of control based on

the fact that "no organiational chart can accurately capture the rich, varied, and

occasionally quirky behaviors of human being" (p. 54).

Hierarohical power is also

limited based on its assumption that orpniDtional goals are clear and leaders can

COIICeDtnte on implementation.

is limited.

Changes ooeded are usually small scale and risk-liking

An emphasis on order can limit the c....tivity of thoae individuals in the

organiation.

Despite its limitations, the hierarchical � IOlll8ins dominant in

American schools.

Unlike the hierarchical leader, the tnnsformational leader is more diflicuh to

tnck.

This type of leader provides a vision and a sense of purpose to thoae who share

that vision, while building commitment, enthusiasm, and excitement

systems the number oftronsformationll leaders is not largo.

In educational

Among the advantages of

this leadership strategy is the ability to motimo others and inspire followers.

Lashway,

so

(1997) noted that this is a good approach to use in schools since many teecbers are

intrinsically motivated and this type ofleadersbip can provide a way to allow staff to

become part of a collective effort in a worthy cause.

In restructuring effons,

transfonnational leadership may be crucial in allowing teachers who are skeptical of

change to believe that their hopes for the future are attainable.

Limitations ofttansformational leadership are its difficulty to be taught, the

possibility of porticularly charismatic leaders becoming too complacent, and the risk of

creating high expectations that cannot be met.

In lddition, Lashway questions the role of

the ttansformational !elder once the n=lod change bas occumd.

Facilitative leadership is a new concept that bas evolved from the work of

transfonnational leodersbip and� two terms are often med inlercbangeobly.

both terms are change-oriented, there is a subtle dift'erence in emphasis.

Although

The facilitative

leader romains in tho bocksr<>und unlike tho ttansfonnational leader who romains on the

center stage.

Both strategies require behaviors that promote employees to collectively

and actively be enp8f'4 in problem solving. However DICililative leodersbip employs

democntic decision-making while ttansformational leadership asks followers to commit

effort and eDOl'8Y to the common cause but does not nocessorily imply democratic

decision malting.

Facilitative loadeBhip relies on mutuality and synergy, with power

coming from multiple sources.

support a process

LoadeB employing this stntegy use their authority to

of professional give and take. Conley and Goldman (as cited in

Lashway, 1997) list the following key strategies used by facilitative leadOB; building

teoms; providing feedback, coordination and conflict management; creoting

communication networks; practicing collaborative politics; and modeling the schools
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vision.

Identifying the key playen, knowing what they an: looking for and reconciling

those needs an, ways in which facilitative leaden rely on the political structure.

However, facilitatiw leaden are able to let go and trust that others can and will "function

independently and successfully within a common framework of expectations and

acoountability. "(p. 65).

Similar to tnnsformational leaders they an: keepers of the vision but unlike

tnnsformational leaden they create the vision with input from the entire school

community.

Facilitative leaden also provide resources, monitor and check progress and,

take the long view by recognizing that "change is a process, not an event'' (p. 66).

Carlsen (1996) reviewed the research on the use oftnnsformational leadenhip in

the school·environment and reported that there is a consensus view that the orpnintions

of the future will require leaden and followers invosled in a tnnsformational process.

He

reinforced the imporllnce of having and uticulating a vision, creating enthusiasm and

support through charisma, building trust, and enabling empowament to emerge in those

taking on the tuk of implementing change.

Through these concepts we can appreciate

the terrain of tnnsfonnational lcodership but we an, still unable to know how to

implement the process. Carlson (1996) cautioned that "these conoepts cannot be

mechanically implemented without an appreciation for social, political, cultunl, and

psychological dylllmics"(p.143). At the same time, they contended, leaden should not

revert to a ttial and error approach each time the conditions change.

Among the

principles in their system is the fact that organizations and problems are too complex to

be tackled by one management model and/or the "quick fix" (p.50).

S3

"right" leadership style that is applicable to all situations. A style can be effective or

ineffective depending on how ..favorable" a situation

is.

Fiedler's (1967) contingency model ofleadership maintained that leadership was

most effective when one's predomitwtt style matchod the situation in terms of the degree

of control held by the leaders.

He identified three main elements that may determine

whether a given situation is favorable to a leader:

I.

leader-member relations (personal relllions with members of the group.

2.

position power (power and authority provided by the leader's position)

3.

IISk

structure

(clearly defined goals, decisions, and solutions to problems).

The situation is the most favonble when relations with the subordinalos are good, the

leader has substantial position power, and the task is bigbly structured. According to bis

theory, the most effective leaders are neither task oriented nor people oriented, Instead,

effec1ive leaders ..., flexible enough to adopt a leadership style that fits their needs and

the needs of their followers as well as the situation

Stodgill (1974) surveyed the research conducted at Ohio State University in the

1940's and revealed (a) that studies had failed to provide an all purpose profile of

successful leaders, (b) that tnits found to be effectivo in some circumsllDces failed in

others, and (c) that tnits which led to the attainment of leadership positions might not be

useful in practice. The researeher concluded that the relationship of leaders and followers

must be considered in order to

set the stage

f
or subsequent studies involving situational

leadership behaviors within groups and examination of the types of intetaction between

leaders and group members.
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Pitner and Ogawa (1981) noted that the theorists and ..,.....hers looking at

situational leadonhip have focused on the dynamics of leader-follower/ superordinate

subordinate relationship and have not attended to the possible effects organizational and

societal

contoxts might

have on leadership.

They believe that this

IWl'Owness

has

inhibited the description or organizational leadership in espect to the superintendency.

They note, for example, that the societal structuR:s serve as the raw material of

superinteodenl's work as well as define the boundaries within which superintendents may

operate.

Finally they arguocl that consideration must be given to the influence of societal

and O!pllintional fActon before adequate conceptuali1.alion ofleodorsbip can be

developed.

The next section of this chapter will look at the literature that has served to

remedy this deficit by studying leader,hip of the superintendent within a broader context.

District contcxt ond supcrintcndcnt lcadct]hip. Several studies on leadership have

consideted demographic variables as possibly aff
ecting the style or behavior of

educational leaders. Although the present study f
ocuses primarily on district

socioeconomic status as the primary demogn,phic variable, otbor variables such as

gender, disttict sizo and years of experience as a superinteodenl both inside and outside

the disttict,

are discussed and consideted as they relate to superintendent's leadership

practices.

Konnert and Augenstein (1990) described the school as an open system and

suggested that the contemporuy setting of the superintendent is larger than the internal

educational organiwion. Attention, they cautioned, should be paid to worldwide,

national and community events.

They note that community mores, values, needs and
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educational expectations are of critical importance to the superintendent since the

community is the clo- to the intcmal organization and exerts the most immediate

pressure and influence. Influential external environmental demands presented by the local

community, state legislatures, governmental agencies. pressun, sroups, and employee

unions can lead to unplanned changes. Hence, a major responsibility of the

superintendent is to guide the school system in coping with the uncertainties of the

external environment.

To do this the superintendent must demonstrate leadenhip that is

fleXIblo enough to make the necessary modifications that will allow the district to stay on

COWJO.

The superintendent must take an action while bearing in mind that they cannot

allow the external environment to detract from the district's ochievement of its goals.

"For a loosely coupled organization to stay on track, the individuals within the

organization must lmow the mission and the goals of the orpnization and be motivated to

work towud their accomplishment" (p.18).

The authors noted that to be able to achieve

this the superintendent must go beyond transactional leodenbip and become a

tnmsformational lmder.

Johnson ( 1996) noted the failinp of earlier leodersbip studies that list traits of

leadenhip as if they won, 'static and context free' (p.13).

She asserted that the

ciicums11nco in which the lmder finds him or herself matter in that what has an impoct in

one setting does not have any impoct in another setting. Different situations present

diffen:nt demands and possibilities f
or leaders. Gary Wills (1994; cited in Johnson, 1996)

who concluded. 'So much f
or the idea that a leader's skill can be applied to all occasions,

that they can be taught outside a historical context or learned as the 'secret' of the control

ofovery situation'(p. 13).
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Instead. Johnson (1996) concluded that context is of ubnost importance in the

study of leadership.

Superintendents must determine the demands and opportunities for

leadership by looking at the context variables of time, locale, and organization.

Each

historical period has favored certain educational strategies and goals that were later

disreprded for an updated version.

Similarly, school superintendents must be able to

assess the demands of their particular locale since current research on leadership does not

apply equally well in every municipality or agency.

School districts are not independent

entities, their interests and practices are interwoven with those of their city or county

govemmen, business community and social and religious organizations. Their school

budgets are tied to the district's financial condition and they must be acutely aware of the

needs of the individuals who control their educational fonding

important contextual aspect to which attention must be paid.

Social class is another

In communities with wcll

educated and well-to-do parents and teachers, who are attuned to and responsive to the

needs of the school district, a superintendent may employ one type ofleadership which

contrasts with the type of leadership needed in a district where the parents and teachers

are less educated and less affluent.

When superintendents find themselves at odds with

local values, they must either conform or try to change the local context.

the O'l!lnization is also important.

while another one may be static.

The context of

One school district may be himrohical and unionized

Superintendents could rely on mandates to effect

change if school districts were hierarchical however the author believed that school

districts are decentralir.ed and relatively flat organizations.

Control is limited because

teachers reinterpret the curriculum each time it is taught, reject proscriptive practices, and

improvise to meet student's individual needs. Superintendents should realize that this is
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at tho heart of instruction and rely more on collaboration than on control when they want

to influence the instructional practices in their districts.

Johnson (1996) oontendod that leadenhip is a multidiroctional relationship, which

must be negotiated and consensual in respect to the followers.

Supe� are

advioed to remember that they may influence their constituents but constituents also

influence them. Constituents are both those inside and outside the organization.

Diffemtt consti- groups will require diff
erent leadership pnctices from the school

district loader and that loader must attend simul1anCOuSly to several embedded contoxts

(i.e. times, locale, and organiz.ation) that often interact tbemsol"'5. "The challenge of

loadenhip study-y is to conduct resean:b that reveals how designated leaders and

their constituents wod< together wi!hin this complicated set of contoxts to achieve their

gaols" (p.19). McCall and Lombard. 1978, Pitner andOwago, 1981 andhnmeprt, 1981,

(as cited in Johnson. 1996) stress the importance of looking at leaden and their context

to pin knowledg,o about leaden and what they do. Leith\WMld (1995) also is critical of

the way in which the eft'ective schools resean:b provided correlates that would ensure that

schools would become more effective despite dissimilar contoxts.

In her resean:b on 12 newly appointed superintendents, Johnson (1996)

demomttaled that it is the successful intenction of a particular individual and a particular

oontext that make leadership work.

The sample studied consisted of su� and

districts that port,ayed a wide variety of settings: district size; urbou/suburban chatacter

of the community; racial, ethnic and class make-up of the community; prior

turnover in the superinlendency; prior experience of tho

rate

of

now superintenden� and gender

and race ofthe superintendent The 12 districts were diverse socioeconomically and
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ethnically and ranged in si7.0 from 2,600 to 27,000 students.

Of the 12 superintendents

five wore experienced superintendents and seven wore new to the role.

men and tluoe women.

There wore nine

She concluded that superintendents must wldetstmd what is

unique about their districts and find the correct leadership approoch that will be

successful there. "Wise superintendents interview constituents widely when they begin

theirjob, seeking to leam about recent history, cU!lOllt conwntions. local politics, and

community expectalioos"(p.282).

A study by Hallinger, Bickman and Davis (1990) of school administrators

indicated that the impoct of context on school administraton is

students and toocbors.

Variables such

IS

IS

profound

IS

it is f
or

district si7.0 and complexity, faculty experience,

and disttict support determined the principals approach to leadership.

fictors such

IS

Additionally,

socioeconomic status of the community, parental involvement and

googn.phic location impacted on the principal's ability to lead.

The resean:bors

concluded that principals who are aware of school context variables and their impact on

school improvement efforts may take action to reduce or enhance the impoct of those

factors hosed on the needs of the school.

Hannaway and Talbert (1993) extonded the research on variables that promote or

undermine school effectiveness by focusing on the impoct of context effects on principal

leadership. They argued that previous effective schools resean:h was narrowly focused.

This significantly limited wldetstmding of the fictors and processes that promote school

effectiveness because it did not take into account local system fictors that affect a schools

ability to improve.

Strong principal leadership is a factor that most resean:bors agree

promotes school effectiveness.

However the social and organizational environments of
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schools in urbon, suburban and rural settings affect principal leadership and tben,by

create difterent school environments.

These environments, according to the researchers,

either inhibit or promote school reform in ways that are dependent on their contexts and

cannot be genenliffll.

Hannaway and Talbert are critical of policy rosean:h that

contends that "genenl models specified f
or the aggregate apply equally well to all kinds

of school settings" (p.165).

Their analysis of principal lcadersbip provided strong

evidence that district si7.e and school si7.e have different implications f
or urban and

suburbon schools.

Specifically, in suburban schools

then,

is a positive effect on principal

leadership when the district si7.e is large and in urban districts

when district si7.e is large.

then,

is a negative effect

Thero wen: also significant opposite effects for school si7.e

when urban and suburban districts were compared.

Hannaway and Talbert point out that

earlier studies looked at the effect of school si7.e across all kinds of schools and found

either an overall negative effect or no effect when urban status was controlled.

The

rosean:hers speculated that orpnizational si7.e may have different effects on urban and

suburbon schools because teacher's professional autonomy and the availability of

resources may have an effect on the principal', ability to lead.

Louis (1990) studied the role of the school district in school improvement and

attempted to determine ifher findings could be generalized to diffaent conditions.

After

review of the relO\'&Dt literature she concluded that then, is a missing variable that

determines the role of the district: the community context.

The studies that were

reviewed f
ocus on "typical" districts - suburban or small city/town. After looking at rural

and urban settings she concluded that then, are important differences in the roles played

by district personnel.

In urban districts she reported that one can usually observe certain
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characteristics such as an abundance of rules and regulations, with a reliance of rules

exemplified by union contracts and by the way unions insist on going by the letter of the

law.

Schools in these districts seemed to operate in isolation of one another, with varying

degrees of disengagement. The challenge facing urban superintendents and their staffs is

to undo all the previous efforts to gain incroued accountability and to move away from a

focus on regulations to a focus on school needs. The main issue faced by run! districts is

that they tend to be loosely administered due to the limited number of administrators and

their physical distance from one another and from the district office. The challenge to

superintendents in these districts was to get involwd in the change process without

becoming higbly bureaucratic and by supporting school personnel in their improvement

efforts. Her review of urban and run! school systems· strongly suggosted that

proscriptions for superintendents and district office staff should be conditional on

community context.

The problems are varied and the solutions shculd be varied as well.

"Typical" districts are those without a history of perf
ormance problems.

The

superintendent can f
ocus on building an understanding and support f
or a more stntegic

approach so that schools can work independently, but within a common filme.

District socioeconomic status and superintendent JedmJbjp. Most lower

perf
orming students are members of the lowest socioeconomic status (SES) group. There

is a high corrospondencc between SES and minority status.

continue to present a challenge to schools in the future.

These conditions will

Because of these relationships

the best schools and students are located in the suburbs and the worst schools are located

in the inner cities and in some run! aroas.(Hodkinson, 1992).

According to Hodgkinson,

our counlly is moving towards a two-port society made up of the "infonnation rich' and
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the "information poor"(p.26). These groupinss also distinguish the educational

opportunities of poor children and their porents from higher-income children and porents.

"The problems of poverty and providing adequate educational, health and social services

will no doubt become a major issue f
or the late 1990's and early in the next millenium.

Continued collabonotioo betwoen and among social and educational service institutioos

will need to be a hish priority" (Carlson, 1996, p.311)

In a dissertation on the superin- as 1111111ger, Graham ( 1990) examined to

what e-.i sociceconomic status of a school district influenced the behavior of the

school superintendent when there were controls for size and grade organizatioo.

In his

review of the literature on situational leadersbip theory, the rosearcber concluded that

effectivo IOldership is in part a function of the situatioos in which issues, challenges, and

crisis arise, the maturity of the followers, and the style of the leader. By looking at nine

superinteooents in diverse sociceconomic New Jmey school districts, Graham studied

the skills and practices su� used to manage conflict and make decisioos to
.

solve problems.

.

The specific conflict issues looked at were boord relations, finance,

labor relatioos/personne� reorganization, programs, outcomes and results.

These issues

were studied across various IOldership styles with a focus on authorillrian, consultative,

democnotic, and delegatory.

The nine superintendents were comprised of three

superintendents from districts rated by the state u low socioecooomic status; three

superintendents from districts rated by the state as middle sociceconomic status districts,

and three superin1<:ndents from districts rated as hish socioecooomic status.

Graham's

findings indicated that when looking at all nine cases, conflict management issues were
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prioritized as follows: board relations; finance; labor relation&ipersonnel; education

programs; and reorgani,.ation.

However, when the data was looked at by socioeconomic status of the district

there was a shift in the way the issues were prioritized.

The superintendents in the high

socioeconomic districts prioritized labor relations and personnel.

Board relations and

financial coocems were almost of equal weight u the second and third priority areu.

Educational programs were rated fourth and reorgani,.ation fifth.

The superintendents in the ntiddle socioeconomic districts identified finance as

the highest priority issue with educational programs and board relations being a close

second and third priority.

Labor relation&ipersonnel were not as � as in the ntiddle

socioeconomic group as was the case in the high group.

Reorganization was not

identified as a problem m:a.

The superintendents in the low socioeconomic districts identified finance as the

first priority area and board relations as the second iJsue of concem. Labor

relation&ipersonnel was rated as tho third priority and educational programs the fourth.

Only one of the three superintendents in this catogory rated reorpnization as a major

concern.

Looking at the leadership behaviors of the nine superintendents revealed that no

suporintendent selected an autocratic pref
erred style. Although all superintendents were

concerned with student achievement, high and ntiddle socioeconomic districts have

student achievement as more of a status issue.

Participative and delogative styles,

according to Gtalwn, are more compatible with the climali: of status and pupil

achievement than an autocratic style.

Test scores in these districts wore above stab:
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standards, which encourages the superintendent's style to be more democratic,

consultative, and delegatory.

DjstrictlSchool size and leadership. Sorenson (1985) determined that the size of a

school district was a factor that affected the choice ofleadenhip in bis study.

He

concluded that this probably reprosents an intemlationship between the complexity of

the orpni1J1tion and the amount of time available to district leaders.

In her study of superintendent work octivity, Munther ( 1998) investigated how

superintendent's duties, roles, and responsibilities vuy in reprd to district size and

complexity.

MIDlther found that the capocity of the superintendent to delegate appear,; to

be the most important flctor in work activity variation u it related to district size.

Gender and superintondent

leadmbjp. Women have olways been interested in

education and working with children and yo1D18 adults.

Sbakeshlft (1987) noted

however that in proportion to their numbers, women have been underropresente in

educational leadership positions such u pincipols and superinlendents. When women are

usigned similar responsibilities they often approach their tuk differently than men

Her

review of the research on men and women administrators indicated that there are some

differences in the ways in which they spend their time, in their day--y interactions, in

the priorities that guide their lotions, in the perceptions of them by othen, and in the

satisfaction they derive liom their work.

When these differences are combined. a

different work environment is created f
or women than f
or men According to Shakesbaft

(1987) women conduct more unscheduled meetings, monitor less, take f
ewer trips away

from the building, observe teachen more, engage in more cooperative planning, and

favor more people oriented projects.
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The increase in women in leadership roles bas lead to increased focus on gender

as a leadership variable. A study done by Floit (1998) looked at tnnsfonnational

leodership and the superintondency by compuing the roles played by men and women.

The study surveyed 77 female supcrinlendents and 116 male superintendents in Illinois

by using the Multifactor Lcadenhip Questionnaire. The rosults indicated that, in goncral,

women in the superintendency prefer a more tnnsformational leadership style then do

men.

Wesson and Grady (1994) examined the leadership pncticcs of women

supcrintendenls to determine the extent to which they cnaaged in tnnsformational

leadership pm,:ticcs by using the Leadership Practices Inventory.

The study f
ocused on

superintendents in urban and rural ccn1mS. One hundred and SCYODty-four surveys ....,,

returned with the rosults indicating that both the urban and rural female supcrintendcnts

described their leadership characteristics in similar ways.

Whether in highly bureaucratic

urban settings or in small rural <etlings, women described themselves as successfully

building collegial-collabontive organi,.ations.

It was found that the women did woll in

the five pm,:ticcs and ten accompanying behaviors that have been dcscnbcd by Kouus

and Posner (as cited in Wesson and Grady, 1994) as "fundamental practices and

behaviors in cxcmpwy leadership" (p. 12).

The women superintendents during the

interview com� of the study, indicated that what they liked the most about their jobs

was the way they wore able to lead by focusing on the human rotations aspect of their

jobs. They rocognizcd the value of rolationships and specified the relationships bctwocn

and among teachers, between and among childron and the rolllions with the community,

the school bolrd and state deplrtment pcnooncl.
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Longevity and superintendent leadership. Sequeira (1980) studied the relationship

between the lonaevity of superintendents in their positions llld their leadership style. The

researcher - whether or not superintendents who!e style conformed to the

requirements of community llld board characteristics have a greater longevity in their

positions than those whose styles do not confunn.

To do this they studied

superintendent's compatibility in schools in New York City llld on Long Island and

compared the compatibility factor with the length of time the superintendents had

occupied in their positions.

Their findings indicstod that superintendents in districts that

confurm to community and board characteristics are opt to have greater longevity then

the superintendents in districts that do not conform.

New Jegey School

Djstrigs

in Context

Based on per capita income, New Jersey is the second-wealthiest state in the

country.

Despite this wealth, New Jersey is also one of the nation's most urban states.

According to a ,pecial report in Education Week (Edwards, 1998), New Jersey is at a

crossroads in regard to its school funding policy.

the state's unusual demographics.

The school-funding debate is a result of

The state is both very rich llld very poor, it is both

subuman llld uriJon, and students enrolled represent diverse bockgrounds.

Although the state supreme court named 28 ,pecial needs districts, another 20 to

2S districts have urban type characteristics of poverty llld inflDt mortality.

Camden,

which is in southem New Jersey, is rated the country's fifth worst f
or poverty.

Fifty

percent of the city's children live in poverty.

New Jersey's schools are also, according to Education Week (Edwards, 1998),

among the wont segregated in the country, with minorities filling the classrooms of
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inner-city districts and whites filling those in the suburbs.

Student achievement is also

roportod consistont with the urban-suburban, rich-poor dichotomy.

Tho suburban schools

include scmo of the nation's best, while the urban schools remain at a low level of

productivity.

Statewide testing prognms reflect that the poorest districts fail to

demonstrate at least a minimum level of competency while the woalthicr districts pcrfonn

at rates of96 % or bettor.

New 1mcy's invol.einent with its urban schools began in 1970 when a lawsuit

was filed opinst the Governor at the time, William T. Cahill.

Tho suit argued that by

using property tax revenues to pay for schools, property poor urban districts were being

discrimioatcd apinst. The disparity in funding resulted in luge lcaming- bctwccn

students in urban and suburban schools.

Although the supreme court agreed, legislators

did not remedy the situation until the state had to close schools f
or a few days in 1976 to

f
orce lawmakers to pass an income tax to finance the new spending.

Tho debate over school finance has luted for 30

years.

The

uman districts

have

gone to the Supmne Court three more times to seek increased funding, and the supreme

court has ruled that the school funding system is unconstitutional.

Each time the state has

responded by increasing the allocation in the poor urban districts but has conteMcd that

more money is not the answer to improved schools if the money is not spent wisely.

The

state has called for increased accountal,ility, which has lead New 1mcy to its most far.

reaching policy- the takeover of its three largest school districts.

In May of 1998, the Supreme Court ordered the state to immediately raise

spending in the 28 special needs districts to the average amoum expended in the state's

wealthiest districts.

This ruling alsc required that the state fully assess the needs of
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students in poor city schools, identify the specific programs and services they require,

and devise a plan for state assisted implementation of the identified programs.

The court

also ordered the state to assess the facilities needs in the districts and develop a plan to

address them.

Taken together, the instructional and facilities plan provides the urban

districts affected with a highly prescriptive cowse of action provided by the New Jersey

Department of Education.

One of the most important components of the instructional

plan empbasius improvements in the elementary school level and in early childhood

education.

The proposal calls f
or 319 elementary schools in the aff
ected districts to adopt

a program of whole school reform.

Adopting this approach ensures that the individual

schools and not the districts are provided the needed resources.

Whole school reform

requires that the educational program of the school is restruclW'ed with the input of

parents, teachers, and administrators.

The facilities plan calls for spending at least SI. 8 billion dolhus over three years

on fully state financed proj- to uparade the districts' nearly 430 schools.

The state will

play a sttong role in� and overseeing the reliubishing projects.

Although the state bas clearly f
ocused on the neediest urban districts, all districts

in New Jersey will experience the state's initiatives this year. New Jersey students will

take new tests in grades f
our and eight that are related to the state's core content

standards.

New Jersey teacbers will also have to meet the state's new standards f
or

professional development that requires all teachers to receive I00 bours of continuing

education every five years.
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Summarv

The superintendent has many roles to perform as tho loader of a complex

organization.

Ho or she must attend to each of these roles to be e!Toctivo. The literature

review looked at the superintendent in the role of instructional, managerial and political

leader of the district

Superintendents have the ability to make an important contribution

to the success of their districts but they must provide the leadmhip necessary to promote

meaningful organizational change.

The current literature on leadmhip and the superin1"ndent advocates for the use

of transformational leadmhip practices as a way for superintendents to accomplish their

goals.

The five transformational leadmhip practices that have been identified by Ko117.0S

and Posner ( l 99S) were defined and reviewed in relationship to the role of the

superintendent.

Of utmost impor1ance in the study of school district leadmhip is

the district context

consideration of

Studies that have addressed context as an indepondenl variable were

presented, Although the focus of this study was on the context variable of socioeconomic

status of the district, researoh was also included regarding the variables of gender, district

size and superintendent's years of experience and longevity in their current position.

Since this study was conducted in the stile of New Jersey, the chapter concluded

with a description of the current context of school districts in New Jersey.
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Chapterlll

Methodology

Introdyqtion

The purpose of this study

was to investisate the ielationship between

superintendents' perceived leadelShip practices and school disttict socioeconomic status.

The methods the researcher employed and tho instruments used in obtaining and

analyzing the data are reviewed in this chaplor. The data used to address the independent

Vlriable, disttict socioeconomic status, is also discussed in this chapter. The procedures

that were followed in choosing the S1111ple and edministm"ing the questionnaire and

survey are explained.

Finally the statistical procedwcs used to analyze the data are

described.

Instrumentation

Koµ,.es and Posnor's leadmbip pnctices jnventory- self. The superintendents

studied were asked to complete the Lesdmbip Practices Inventory-Self (LP!) developed

by Kouzes and Posner (1997).

This instrument was selected becaose the leadership

pnctices identified by the authors psrsllel tho profile of trlnsformational leadership

presented in the literature (Bass, 1985; Konnert and Augenstein, 1990; Loithwood, 1995).

Several resesrcbers (Konnert and Augenstein, 1990; Leithwood, 1995) have identified

transformational leadership as a model of leadership that holds great promise f
or the

superintendency.

There have been many other researchers in a variety of fields,

including education, who have successfully used the LPI-Selfto investigate a
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variety of issues related to leadership (Riley, 1991; Ross, 1995; Wesson and Grady,

1994).

The Leadership Practices Inventory-Self was developed through a triangulation of

qualitative and quantitative research methods and studies. The authors were able to

extract a profile oftnnsformational leadership practices by initially surveying middle and

senior level numogers ai>out their "personal best" (p. xxi) leadership experience.

According to

KoU7.0S and Posner (1995), "personal best" is tho leadership behavior used

by tho managers and executives when they received outstanding results.

In oddition.

forty-two in depth interviews wore cond"'11ed and the reseon:h was expended to include

community leaders, student leaders, church !Olden, govomment leaders and hundreds of

others in non-managerial positions. From an analysis 'of tho JJOISOnal best experiences, the

authors were able to develop a model ofleadership and two instruments, tho I.PI. -Self,

which is used in this study, and tho I.PI-Observer, which is not used in this study.

conceptual framework, explained in sreala' detail in Chapter II, consists of five

leadership practices each consisting oftwo strategies:

I . Challenaing tho process

Search f
or opportunities

Experiment and take risks

2.

Inspiring a shared vision

Envision tho future

Enlist others

3. Enabling others to act

Foster collaboration

The
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Strengthen others

4.

Modeling the way

Set the example

Plan small wins

s.

Encouraging the heart

Recogni,.. contributions

Celebrate accomplishments

The Leadership Practices Inventory-Self measures the extent leaden have adopted

these five leadership practices and ten behaviors.

A1. reported by the authors, various

lllllyses support the belief that the LPI has sound psycbomettic properties. The complete

Leadership Pnctices Inventory consists of two instruments, the LPI-Selfand the LPI

Observer.

The LPI-Self is a self-assessment instrument while the !.PI-Observer measures

others peroeptions of the leader's practices.

The internal roliabilities f
or the LPI-Self

range i>et,,een .71 and .8S. Test-rotest relilbility f
or the five pncticeshave been at the

.93 level and above in studies conductm by Koll2"5 and Posner.

Scores on the LPI have been relatively stable over time (Kouzes and Posner,

199S).

Using porticiponts in The Leadership Challenge Workshop, the authors have

compored scores every two years since 1987 and have f
ound considerable consistency

ICl'OSS

the five leadership pnctices f
or each time period comparison.

scores have not been related to demographic flctors (i.e., age, marital

In addition, LPI

status,

years of

experience, and educational level) or to organilllliona1 chamcteristics (i.e., size,

fimctional uoa, and line versus staff position)
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Validity of tho LP! has also been established by the authors as well as by other

independent researchen.

''Tho

undorlying factor structure has been sustained across a

variety of studies and settings, and support continues to be generated for the instruments

prodic1ive and concurrent

validity" (Kouzes and Posner, 199S).

In addition the LP!

scores ore indopendent of potentially confounding variables, a characteristic of measures

with high construct validity.

They are not related to domognpbic fictors, (i.e., age

marital status, years of experience, and educational level) or to organizational

cbaracteristics (i.e., size, fUnctional area, and line versus staffposition).

The instrwnent consists of thirty items, each a sentence, designed to measure the

types of behaviors that Kouz,:s and Posner associate with the five leadership practices

they

have identified and defined.

Likert scale to report

his

"!be respondent

or her beliefs about

how

is asked to use the following ten-point

frequently he or she engages

in the

behavior described: I = Almost Never, 2 - Rarely, 3 = Seldom, 4 - Once in a while, S =

Occasionally, 6 - Sometimes, 7

=Almost Always.

=

Fairly Often, 8 - USllaily, 9 =Very Frequendy, 10

A sample of the s1atements presentod to the respondent is as follows:

"I talk about future trends that will influence

others

there

how our

won: gets done";

to share an exciting dream of the future"; "I experiment and tab

"I appeal to

risb

even when

is a chance of failure".

The authors panted permission to the researcher to duplicate the instrument f
or

the

purpoaes

not included

of this study. A copy of the complete Leadership Practices Inventory- Self is

in the Appendix

because it is a copyrighted instrument

llemojlX8phic survey. The superintendents were asked to complete a brief

demographic survey containing four questions. Requested information-included

8"flder
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of the superintendent, district size as measured by student enrollment, years of experience

in their current district position, and years of total experience as a superintendent.

variables were used to confirm the genenlizability of the findings.

These

The demographic

survey also included a questioo asking if the respondent would like to receive the survey

results.

ProcedUJes

The procedures that were used in this investigatioo included: (a) The selection of

the sample, (b) collectioo of the data, uul (c) the - of the data.

Selection ofsamp)e, The New Jersey Deportment of Education uses District

Factor Groups (DFG's) to provide an indicator of the socioeconomic status of citizens in

each district that is useful in compsrative reporting of school districts.

To ans- the

research questioos posed in Chapter I, the entire population of superintendents in

kindergarten through 12" grade school district in New Jersey (N=209)

participate in this study.

Each superintendent

WIS

WIS

invited to

in a New Jersey district that has been

assigned a district filctor group (DFG) indicative of the socioeconomic status of its

community. Of the 209 superintendents that were surveyed, 24 were from A, or lowest

socioeconomic status districts, 28 from B districts, 26 from CD districts, 36 ftom DE

districts, 29 from FG districts, 27 from GH districts, 36 from I districts, and 3 from 1, or

highest socioeconomic status districts.

Since the goal of the study was to determine

whether reported leadership pnctices of superintendents of higher socioeconomic status

districts differed from those oflo- socioeconomic status districts, the DFG scale was

an effective way of classifying subjects.
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The motivation to develop tho DFO scale was research conductod in tho late

1960' s and early 1970' s that showed a sb'Ong relationship botwoon socioeconomic status

and educational outcomes.

Thero was a concom that policymakers reviewing

educational outcomes obtained in different contexts would make unjustified inferences

regarding resources provided to schools.

The research indicated that what children bring

to school WIS one oftho most important determinants of educational outcomes and as

such a school system could not ho ewluatod without an indicator of tho socioeconomic

background of its students.

The Now Jersey

s- Department of Education originally

developed tho District Fllclor Grouping System f
or its own use in reporting test scores in

a way that shows district results arranged by their DFO category. Comparisons can then

ho made botwoon districts of similar socioeconomic status, rather than on a geographic

basis.

This reduced variation in roportod scores that are duo to variables beyond tho

conb'OI oflocal educators.

In addition to tho original intent of using DFO's to report test

scores, the DFO's have boon used in the dobote over how schools could ho equitably

financed. Most recontly tho DFO has taken on increased significance because tho

Supremo Court in tho - N case used tho DFO as a moans of identifying the school

districts in Now Jersey f
or which there would ho special funding, as well as those districts

that would ho used to identify target levels of fonding.

The measure was first used in 197S when it was based on tho value of

demographic variables from tho 1970 United s-. Census. It WIS most recently revised

in 1992 using data from tho 1990 United

s-.

Census. The seven fiotors that go into tho

formulation include percent of population with no high school diploma. porcont with

some college, occupational status, population density, income, unemployment rate and

1S

poverty. The variables ore combined using a statistical technique, which results in a

single measure of socioeconomic status for each district. Districts are ranked according to

their score on this measure and divided into eight groups based on the score interval in

which their scores were located. There are eight district factor groups (A. B, CD, DE, FG,

GH. I and J), with A being the lowest socioeconomic group and J being the highest.

(New Jersey State Depertment of Education, 1999)

Although there are currently S73 school districts in New Jersey that are recorded

by their DFG, this study f
ocused on the 209 superintendents in districts that service

kindergarten through 12" grade student populations.

There ore 209 kindergarten throusb

12" grade school districts in New Jersey that ore categorized by DFG as follows:
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l2fQ

NUMBER OF DISTRICTS

A

24

B

28

CD

26

DE

36

FG

29

GH

27

I

36

1

3

To comp,ue the LPI-Self rating of superintendonls in high socioeconomic school

districts with those of superintendents in low socioeconomic school districts, the 209

districts that were used in this study were placed into low, middle ond high district factor

group clusters as follows:

I. Low DFG/socioeconomic districts - Districts A, B, ond CD include those districts

identified by the Supreme Court in the Abbott v. Burke case u Special Needs Districts

that contain the state's most economically disadvantaged student population (A and B)

ond those that..., moderately low (CD).

2. Middle DFG/socioeconomic districts - Districts DE ond FG shire similar

community wealth and demographic variables.

3. High DFG/socioeconomic districts- Districts GH, I and 1 include those
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districts that have been targeted by the Supreme Court in the Abbott IV decision as

property rich districts that would be used to identify target levels of funding for the

Special Needs Districts (I and J) and those that are -ly high (GH).

The New Jeney School Boanls Association provided a list of the K through 12th

grade superintendents' names and district addresses, along with the district f
actor group

of the school district, to the researcber.

Collection

of41!1!

A survey pocket was mailed to the 209 superintendents in the

sample. According to Rea and Parker (1997) there are both advantagos and

disadvantages to the mail-out format Amoog the advantages ano completion at the

respondent's convenience, limited time constraints, anonymity, and reduced interviewer

induced bias. The authon caulion however that there ore also several diaadvantagos to

this approach.

These include a lower than usual respoese rate, a comporatively long time

period for rotums, self-selection, and tack of interviewer involvement The resesrcber

was concerned about a poor return

rate

due to the natun: and complexity of the

superintendents' position and the impositioo ofthe time needod to complete the

questionnaiRo and demographic survey.

To minimim the disadvantages. and maximize the return rate. the researcher's

mailing included a personalized, introductory letter on Seton Hall University Stationary

and a letter of support by the Executive Diroctor of the New Jeney Association of School

Administrators. The NJASA letter was provided after the eseareher contacted the

association and explained the purpose of her study.

The letter reinforced the need to

respond by reminding the sample superintendents that the association needod research
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data to craft position papers, as well as to assist both cummt superintendents and those

preparing f
or the superintendency.

recipient

The cover letter was individually addressed to each

It included a brief introduction to the project, comments on the use of the LPl

Self, an assurance of confidentiality in regard to individual n,spondents and their school

districts, a request f
or the superintendent to porticipote, a roquest f
or a response within

two weeks, a comment that a stamped self-addressed envelope was included. and an offer

to provide the n,spondent with the results oftbe survey.

The roseuoher roquested a

return otthe questionnaire and demographic survey three weeks after the initial mailing.

A coding of the districts that received the mailing was kept for the purpose of following

up with a second roquest for a response, Those superintendents that did not "'5pond

received a follow-up letter after the throe-week time frame.

Response time f
or the second

roquest was two weeks.

One hundred and sixty-six of the 209 superintendents su,veycd respondod by the

end of the second mailing, providing a "'5ponse nte of79%.

Ofthe 166 responses, lS7

Leadership Pnictices Inventory-Self questionnaires were usable, f
or an ovonll useahle

response rate of7S% f
or the principol group of analyses. An IPI-Self was not usable

when several itans were not completed thereby rendering it impossible to obtain valid

scores for any of the five scales.

As all but one of the superintendents who returned a usable inventoly a1sc

returned a complete demographic survey, there were 1S6 potential subjects f
or each of

the supplementary analyses that used demographic survey data.

computed for all potential subjects.

Descriptive data was
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Fifty-eight of the potential subjects met the criterion of being a superintendent of

one of the lower DFG school districts.

Forty-six of the potential subjects met the

criterion of being from one of the higher DFG school districts.

These 104 subjects were

the subjects of the main study.

Irne!rnml

of daia.

The 1997 edition of the Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences for Windows (SPSS 8.0)

WIS

used to analy,.e the dala.

Since IPI scale values are equal interval scales with normal distnbutions, means

and standard deviations could be used to describe the data, and parametric statistics could

be used to compore sroups. Differences of the mean scores of superintendents who lead

higher and lower socioeconomic districts on the five subacales ofthe Leadership

Practices Inventory-Self were evaluated using independent sample, two lllil 1·"'515, with

level of signifiCIDCO set at a = .OS.

A significant result meont that district weallh was

related to superintendents' self-<:valuation on an inventory scale of the IPL

In addition, t-tests were computed to test whether any IPI scale diffeienceo being

atttibuted to DFG's might be related to gender, district size, and yan ofexperience in

the current district and yan of total experience as a superintendent. It should be noted

that these factors, however, were not controlled for in the selection process.

A presentation of the survey instruments used in this resesrch was (RSOllted in

this chapter.

The method used f
or selecting the population of superintendents sampled

and the method for the troatment of the sample were described
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Chapter IV

Findings

Inttoducljon

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationships between

superintendonts' pen:eived leadership practices ond school district socioeconomic status.

This was accomplished by soliciting the perceptions of all the K through 12� grade

superintendents in New Jeney school districts, ond then examining the responses of those

whose districts met the socioeconontic status criteria of the study.

Tho Leadenhip

Practices Inventory- Self (Kouzos ond Posner, 1997) wu used in this research to

measure the self-pen:eived leadership pmctices that ire the min focus of the study. This

chapter prosents an analysis of the data collected studying the relationship between the

self-pen:eived leadership pmctices of superintendents ond the socioeconomic status of

their school districts hosed upon responses to the Kouzes ond Posner Leadership Practices

Inventory-Self (1997).

In addition to completing the inventory, superintendonts were uked to complete a

demographic surwy that provided supplemental information perwning to district

enrollment si7.e, number of ycan as a superintendent in the

current district,

years employed as a superintendent in any district, ond gender.

number of

These data were rolalod

to the superintendents' LP! values to supplement the socioeconomic status findings.

Tho demographic survey items, with the exception of the gender category, each

bad four response categories.

To facilitate their use in supplementary analyses, adjacent

categories were combined to create clusters with the smallest di,crepancies in size.
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I.

District Enrollment Size - Collapsed value labels

"a. 1-1999," "b.2000-4999," "c.5000-9999," and "d.10, 000 and over," to road

"less than 5000" and ••more than 5000."

2. Yeors in Cummt Position -Collapsed value labels

"a Less than 1 year," "b.

1-2 years," "c.

3-S years," "d. 6-10 years," and "e.11

years or more," to road "Less than five years" and "More than fiw years."

3. Yean as a Superintendent - Collapsed value labels

"L

Less than one year," "b, 1-3 years." "c, 4-6 years," "d,

7-10 y�" and "e,

10 years or more," to road "Under 6 years" and "Over 6 years,"

Table I lists the distribution of superin1endents who returned tho demographic

survey in each group I.Iler adjacent categories were combined.

Although those groups are

of unequal size, other configuntions fanned by the researcher provided even sreater

discrepanoiea in size.

It should be noted that tho '"'1ablea reflecu:cl in tho demographic

survey were not controlled f
or in tho selection process and u such, sample size could not

be determined prior to the responses being received.
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Table I

Distribution ofDemOIZl'lllbic Survev ResDODSeS

Response Category

Number of Responses

%

Male

130

83

Female

26

17

Total

IS6

100%

11S

74

41

26

IS6

100%

Less than s years

IS

S4

More than s years

71

46

IS6

100%

Less than 6 years

64

41

More than 6 years

92

S9

IS6

100%

Gender

District siz.e
Less than SOOO
More than SOOO

Total

Ycars in Current Position

Total

Years as a Superin1'llldont

Total

The remainder of this chapter bas two sections.

In the fin� the rate

superint<ndents responded to the survey will be discussed.

The second section will

present the iesean:h questions and the f
ormal hypotheses that were used to answer them,

followed by results and the supplementary data pertaining to eoch.

Sumnwy of the survey djstributjon.

The Leadership Practices Inventory--S.lf

and demographic dais survey were distributed to all kindergarten through 12,. grade

superintendents in New Jersey (N=209).

One hundred and sixty-six of the 209

superintendents surveyed responded by the end of the second mailing, f
or a responae rate
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of79%.

Of the 166 responses, 157 Leadership Practices Inventory- Self questioonaires

were usable, f
or an overall usable response rate of75% for the principal group of

analyses.

An LPI-Selfwas not usable when several items

were not completed

then,by

rondering it impossible to obtain valid scores for any of the five scales.

All but one of the superintendents who returned a usable inventory also returned a

complete demographic survey.

Hence then, were 156 potential subjects f
or eoch of the

supplementary analyses that used demographic survey data. Descriptive data was

computed for all potential subjects.

Fifty-eight of the potential subjects met the criterion of being a superintendent of

one of the lower DFG school districts.

Forty-six of the potential subjects met the

criterion of being ftom one of the higher DFG school districts.

superintendents were the subject of the main study.

These 104

As then, -,, no DFG restrictions on

the supplementary analyses. all 156 superintendents' responses were used f
or that part of

the study.

SumPJIO' and To;atmcnt ofData

ChaUenging the process, Resean:h Question 1.

Is then, a pen:eived diff
emice

betwoen the self rating of superintendents in high socioeconomic districts and

superintendents in low socioeconomic school districts regarding " Challenging the

Process" as measured by Leadership Practices Inventory- Self?

Related Null Hypothesis. There will be no statistically significant difference in the mean

score of superintendents in high socioeccnomic level districts and the mean score of

superintendents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measured by the

Lcadeiship Practices Inventory-Self on the "Challenging the Process" scale.
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Table 2 shows the scoring patterns of the respondents by category of district

socioeconomic status regarding Challenging the Process. On this scale, respondents from

low SES districts and respondents fiom high SES districts had a .70 diff
erence between

their mean score, which was not S1alistically significant.

There was no reliable

difference between superinteodeots in high and low SES districts reporting of

Challenging the Process thereby confirming the null hypothesis.

Table 2

Scoring Patterns for Challenging !he Process

N

Mean

S.D.

Df

Low SES

58

50.275

5.084

102

High SES

46

50.978 ·

4.721

Total

104

50.627

4.902

Category

t

Sign.
Oft

.m

.472

In addition to the analysis reported above, t tests wore computed to determine

whether Cballenging the Process scores wore influenced by gender, siu of district

enrollment, years of experience in current position, and years of experience as a

superintendent.

The results are illustrated in Table 3.

The largest difference between

members of a pair of means is f
or District Siu, 1.4 points, and none of the t-tests are

significant.

Thus there is no reliable evidence that Cballenging the Process scores are

influenced by any of the supplementary analyses variables
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Table 3

A Comporison of Scores on Cha!Jengjpa the Process by Gender, Size of District, Years of

Exoerience in Current P91ition. and Total Years of!;lxperience 11 1 Superintendent

Category

N

Mean

S.D.

df

T

Sign. Oft

129

49.845

S.551

153

1.131

.260

26

51.153

4.388

114

49.929

5.279

153

.518

.605

41

50.439

5.731

153

.610

.543

153

1.433

.154

Gender

Male

Female

District Size

Under5000

OverSOOO

Years in Current

Position

Under 5

84

49.821

5.708

0ver s

71

50.352

5.008

Under6

63

49.317

S.988

Over6

92

50.576

4.904

Years as Supt
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Inspiring a shared

vision. Research Question 2.

[s

there a perceived difference

between the self-rating of superintendents in high socioeconomic districts and

superintendents in low socioeconomic school districts regarding "Inspiring a Shared

Vision" as measured by Leader.ihip Practices Inventory- Self'?

Related Null Hypothesis 2.

There will be no statistically significant difference in the

mean score of superintendents in high socioeconomic level districts and the mean score

of superintendents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measured by the

Leadership Practices Inventory-Self on the "Inspiring a Shared Vision" scale.

Table 4 shows the scoring pettems of the respondents by category of district

socioeconomic status rcprding Inspiring a Shared Vision. A two-tailed t-test f
or

independent means was conducted. On this scale, respondents from low SES districts and

respondents from high SES districts had a 2.18 difference between their mean scores.

Although the t-test for independent sample means indicated that there is no statmically

significant diff
erence with p-. 064, and the null hypothesis was confinned, there was a

strong trend. A statistical significant difference would have been dotected by a one tail

test because superintondonts in high SES districts tended to have a higher Inspiring a

Shared Vision score more than superintendents in low SES districts
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Table4

Scoring Patterns foe Inspiring a Shared Vision

Category

N

Mean

S.D.

df

t

Low SES

SS

49.137

6.ISI

102

l.87S

High SES

46

Sl.326

S.S93

Total

104

S0.232

S.812

Sign.
Of t
.064

In addition to the analysis reported above, t tes1s wen, conducted f
or Inspiring A

Shared Vision to compare high and low values of the independent variables: gender, siu

of district enrollment, years of experienoe in current position, and yean of experience as

a superintendent.

The results are illustiated in Table S.

All of the differences between

groups are less dwt one point and none are statistically significant.
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Table S

A Comporisop

of Scores on Inspiring a Shared Vision

by Gender,

Size ofDistrict.

Years

2[Excerience in Current Posili!!!!, and Total Yem 2(Exnerience II I Sunerintendent

Category

N

Mean

S.D.

df

Sign.

t

Of t
Gender

Male

129

49.845

6.604

Female

26

Sl.1S3

S.079

Under SOOO

114

49.193

6.283

OverSOOO

41

49.561

6.693

1S3

.8S8

.392

1S3

.316

.1S2

1S3

.211

.833

153

.699

.486

District Size

Yem in Cunent

Position

Under S

84

49.190

6.3SO

Overs

71

49.408

6.446

Yem as Supt.

Under6

63

.48.8S1

6.0S3

Over6

92

49.S81

6.602
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faphfjng Qlhers

to ICt, Research Question 3. Is there a perceived difference

between tho self-ming of superintendents in high socioeconomic districts and

superintendents in low socioeconomic ,chool districcs roprding "Enabling Others to

Act'' as measured by Leadenhip Pnocticos Inventory- Selfl

Related Null Hypothesis: There will be no statistically significant difference in tho mean

score of superintendents in high socioeconomic level districts and tho moon score of

superintendents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measured by tho

Leadership Pnctices Inventory- Self oo the "Enabling Othon to A£t" scale.

Table 6 displays tho scoring pottems of tho respondents by category of district

socioocooomic status roprding Eaabling Others to Act On this scale, respondents fi:om

low SES districts and respondent! fi:om high SES districts bad • I.SI difference in moan

scores. The t-test indicarod that this diffom,cc is stltistically significant (p � .046).

Superintendents who worked in high socioeconomic status districts scored higher than

low SES diJuict ._;atendenls oo this scale.
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Table 6

Scoring Patterns for Enabling Others to Act

Category

N

Mean

S.D.

elf

I

Low SES

59

51.9661

3.995

103

2.020

High SES

46

53.4783

3.544

Total

105

52.7222

3.no

Sign.
Of I

.046

In addition lo the analysis reported above, t tests were computed lo delormine

whether Enabling Others lo Aet ecores were related lo the following variables: gender,

si7.e of district emollment, years of experieuce in cunent position, and yeon of

experience as a superintendent The rosults are shown in Table 7.

They indicate that one

variable, yeon of experience as a superintendent, was significantly related lo those scores

(p- .013).

Superintendents with over six years of experience lOl!ded lo have higher

\'llues on the Enabling Others lo Act Scale.
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Table7

A Comporison

of Scores on EnahJing Others to Act by Qendor. Size of District, Years of

Exnerience in Current P�ilim,, AM Total Years ofExoerience U I Suoerintendent

Cateaorv

N

Mean

S.D.

df

I

Sill!!, Oft

Male

130

S2.407

4.110

IS4

.476

.670

Female

26

S2.769

2.970

IIS

S2.S39

3.S7S

IS4

.377

.707

41

S2.26S

4.147

UnderS

SS

S2.03S

3.723

IS4

I.SOS

.134

Overs

71

S2.9SS

4.145

Under6

64

SI.SJ!

3.294

IS4

2.521

.013

Over6

92

SJ.119

4.2241

Gender

District Size

Under SOOO

Over

sooo

Years in Current

Position

Yeanas Supt.
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Modeling the way. Research Question 4.

Is there a perceived difference between

the self rating of superintondents in high socioeconomic districts and superintendonts in

low socioeconomic school districts regarding "Modeling the Way" as measured by

Leadership Practices Inventory- Selfl

Related Null Hypothesis: Thero will be no statistically significant differenco in the mean

soon,

of superintendents in high socioeconomic level districts and the mean SCOR: of

superintondents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measured by the

Leadership Practices Inventory-Self on the "Modeling the Way'' scale.

Table 8 indicates the scoring patterns of the respondonts by calegOry of district

socioeconomic status tt:garding Modeling the Way. On this scale, responclonts from low

SES districts differed from R:Spondents who wnrkod in high SES districts by .19 points,

an amount that was not statistically significant Tho null hypothesis was therefore

confirmed for the Modeling the Way scale.
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Table 8

Scoring Patterns

category

for Modolina the Way

N

Mean

S.D.

elf

t

Sign.
Of t

Low SES

S8

S3.321

4.434

High SES

46

SJ.130

4.182

Total

104

S3.229

4.308

102

.231

.818

In addition to the primary analysiJ reported above, I· tests wen, computod to

determine whether Modeling the Way scores were affected by the following variables:

gender, size of district eorol1ment, years of experience in curmrt position, and years of

experience as a superintendent. There wore no statistically significant diff
erence found.

As shown in table 9, the largest differences wen, just over one point, too small f
or

statistical significance.
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Table 9

A

Comouison of Scores on

Modeling

the Way

by

Gender. Size ofpjstrict. Years of

Exoeriencc in Current P�ilign. and Total Years g{ l;;xoerienc:e as I Syperintendpnt

Calegory

N

Mean

S.D.

df

Male

129

52.961

4.819

Female

26

53.615

3.589

Under5000

114

53.368

4.595

0-5000

41

52.243

4.689

Under5

84

52.523

5.012

0-5

71

53.718

4.078

Under6

63

52.381

5.347

Over6

92

53.543

4.034

t

Sill!!, Oft

153

.656

.513

153

1.337

.183

154

1.608

.110

153

1.542

.125

Gender

District Size

Y'.eus in Current

Position

YeaBuSupt.

9S

Enoouryjng

the hevt Research Question

S.

Is there a perceived difference

between the self-rating of superintendents in high socioeconomic districts and

superintendents in low socioeconomic school districts regarding "Encoun,ging the Heart"

as measured by Leadership Pnctices Inventory- Selfl

Related Null Hypothesis: There will be no statistically significant difference in the mean

score of superintendents in high socioeconomic level districts and the mean score of

superintendents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measured by the

Leadership Pnctices Invontory-Self on the "Encouraging the Heart" scale.

Table 10 reflects the scoring patterns of the respondents by category of district

socioeconomic status regarding Encouraging the Heart. On this scale, the mean score of

respondents from low SES districts differed from the·mean score of respondents from

high SES districts by .087 points, which was not statistically significant.

Thus there was

no reliable diffenmce between the mean scores of superintendents from high and low

SES districts
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Table JO

Scoring Patterns f
or Encoun.ging the Heart

Category

N

Mean

S.D.

df

t

Low SES

S9

S0.033

S.632

102

1.113

High SES

4S

Sl.266

S.S44

Total

104

S0.6SO

s.sss

Sign.
Oft

.268

In addition to the primary analysis reported above, t• tests were conductod f
or

Encounging the Heart sccres of superintendents to compore high and low values of the

following independent variables: gender, size of district enrollment, yesrs of experience

in current position, and yesrs of experience as a superin1eodont. Thero was no statistically

significant differenoe rolated to these variables f
or Encouraging the Hesrt.

aro illustrated in Table 1 1 .

The results
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Table 1 1

A Comparison of Scores on Enoourpging the Heart by Gender. Size of District.

Exoerience in Cwrent Pg1ili20. and Total Years QfExperience

CalellOrv

I§

)'ears of

a Suoerintendent

N

Mean

S.D.

elf

I

SiB!!, Oft

Male

128

S0.789

S.151

1S2

.176

.861

Female

26

S0.516

4.834

Under SOOO

114

S0.631

S.420

1S2

.4SS

.6SO

Over SOOO

40

Sl.100

6.117

UnderS

84

S0.428

5.413

152

.788

.432

Overs

70

Sl.142

S.816

Under6

62

S0.322

5.250

lS2

.783

.435

Over6

92

Sl.043

5.823

Gender

District Size

Yean in Current

Position

Yean as Supt.
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Summary

C� IV presented an analysis oftbo data collected studying tho relationship

between tho self- perceived leadmhip practices ofkinderguten through 12• grade

superintendonts in New Jersey and the socioeconomic status of their school districts.

In

addition, the results oftbo demographic survey containing the independent variables of

gender, district size, years of experience as a superintendent and years in tho current

position were presented in relationship to the five leadenhip practices identified by

Kou= and Posner(l99S).

The data was presented f
or each of the following leadership prlclices:

Challenging tho Process, Inspiring a Shared Vision, Enabling Others to Act, Modeling

the Way, and Encouraging the Heart.

Of the five scales measured there was no

statistically significant difference found according to the hypothesis

socioeconomic districts for tho following scales:

f
or high and low

Challenging the Process, Inspiring a

Shared Vision, Modeling the way and Encouraging tho Heart Thero was a statistically

significant difference f
or Enabling Others to Act for tho types ofdistrict at p - .046.

The researcher notes that while the variables of gender, size of district, years of

experience as a superintendent. and years of experience in current district were examined

and discussed, thero was no control in the sample f
or those variables.

Consequently, the

results in regard to those variables are to be considered in terms of this limitation. The

finding indicated that one variable, years of experieooe u a superintendent.

wu

statistically significant at p - .013 for the Enabling Others to Act Scale. Superintendents

with over six years of experience tended to more �.-Iy report Enabling Others to

Act
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The results of this study in terms of the null hypotbeses sre as follows:

HI.

Fail to Reject - There will be no statistically significant difference in the mean score

of superintendents in high socioeconomic level districts and the mean score of

superintendents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measured by the

Leldership Practices Inventory-Self on the "Challenging the Process" scale.

H2.

Fail to Reject - There will be no statistically significant difference in the mean score

of superintendents in high socioeconomic level districts and the mean score of

superintendents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measured by the

Leadership Practices Inventory-Self on the "Inspiring a Slimed Vision" scale.

H3.

Reject- There will be no statistically significant difference in the mean score of

superintendents in high socioeconomic level districts and the mean score of

superintendents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measnred by the

Leldership Practices Inventory-Self on the Enabling Others to Act" scale.

H4. Fail to Reject - There will be no statistically significant diftie1ence in the mean score

of superintendents in high socioeconomic level districts and the mean score of

superintendents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measured by the

Leadership Practices Inventory-Self on the "Modeling the Way" scale.

HS. Fail to Reject - There will be no statistically significant difference in the mean score

of superintendents in high socioeconomic level districts and the mean score of

superintendents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measnred by the

Leadership Practices Inventory-Self on the "Encowaging the Heart" scale.
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ChapterV

Summary, Discussion. Conclusions and Recommendations

lptroductipn

This study investigated the relationship between kindergarten through 12" grade

superintendents' perceived leadership practices and the socioeconomic status of their

school districts. The chapter is divided into four sections: (I) Introduction;

Sunmwy;

(3).

(2)

Discussion and Implications; and (4) Recommendations.

SJPDDJIO'.

Purpose of the study, The pwpose of this study was to investigate the

relationships between superintendents' perceived leadership practices and school district

socioeconomic status.

Statement of tho problem. There is a need for educational reform.

Change

efforts

are more likely to succeed when the superintendent is octively involved however there is

little known about what superintendents ICtually do (Coleman and LaRoque, 1990;

Crowson and Glass, 1991; Cuban, 1984; Griffen, 1994; Hord, 1990; Murphy and

Hallinger, 1986).

The impetus for this study was the emerging literature portraying a

model oftnnsformational leadership that suggests that superintendents can make a

significant contribution to the success of their school districts by the way they lead (Berg,

1996; Carter and Cunningham, 1997; Coleman and LaRoque, 1990; Griffen, 1994;

Johnson, 1996; Leithwood, 199S;MusellaandLeithwood, 1990).

Areviewofthe

current researoh has indicated that by engaging in transformational leadership proctices, a

superintendent can not only change the existing culture of the school district but can
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CbapterV

Summary, Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendations

Introduction

This study investigated the relationship between kindcrprten through 12� grade

superintendents' perceived 1-..bip proctices and the socioeconomic status of their

school districts. The chapter is divided into four sections:

Smnmary;

(3).

(I) Introduction;

(2)

Discussion and Implications; and (4) Recommendations.

Swnmary

Purpose of the study. The purpose ofthis study was to investigate the

relationships between superintendents' perceived leadership pnctices and school district

socioeconomic status.

Statement

of the problem. There is a r-1 f
or educational refonn.

Change eff
orts

are more likely to succeed when the superinlelldcnt is actively involved however there is

little known about what superintendents actually do (Coleman and LIRoque, 1990;

Crowson and Gius, 1991;

Hallingor, 1986).

Cuban, 1984; Orifl'en, 1994; Hord, 1990; Murphy and

The impetus f
or this study was the emerging literature portraying a

model of lrlnSformational leadership that sugests that superintendents can make a

significant contribution to the success of their school districts by the way they lead (Berg,

1996; Carter and Cunningham, 1997; Coleman and LIRoque, 1990; Orifl'en, 1994;

Johnson, 1996; Leitbwood, I 99S; Musella and Leithwood, 1990).

A review of the

current research has indicated that by engaging in lrlnSformational 1-..bip pnctices, a

superintendent can not only change the existing culture ofthe school district but can

IOI

make that change long-lasting (Avery, 1994; Berg, 1996; Carter and Cunningham, 1997;

Griffin, 1994; Johnson, 1996; Konnert and Augenstein, 1990; Lashway, 1997;

Leithwocd, 199S; Musella, 199S).

At the same time, there is evidence stemming from situational leadership theory,

and more recently from the effective schools reseuch, that indicates leadership may be

shaped by the context within which it exists (Hallinger, Bickman and Davis, 1990,

Konnert and Augonstein, 1990, Louis, 1990, Hannaway and Talbert, 1993, Leithwood,

199S, Johnson, 1996, Carter and a,nningham, 1997).

There is a need theref
ore to begin

to develop a COlltexl· sensitive study of superintendent leadership practices.

Research questions. The five research questions were bosed on the five leodeiship

practices that have been identified by Kouzes and Posner (199S) as effective in

transforming an organization.

The five practices include: Challenging the Process,

Inspiring a Shared Vision, Enabling Othon to Act, Modeling the Way and Encouraging

the Heart.

An explanation of each of theae practices can be found starting on pose 36 in

Chapter II.

The questions lddressed whedler or not superintendents in low socioecooomic

status school districts practice leadership dift'erenlly than superintendents in high

socioeconomic s1alus school districts.

I.

The fiw questions were:

Is there a perceived difference between the self rating of superintelldents in

high socioeconomic districts and superintendents in low socioeconomic school districts

regarding " Challenging the Process" as measured by Leadership Practices lnventory

Selfl
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2.

Is there a perceived difference between the self-rating of superintendents in

high socioeconomic districts and superinlendonts in low socioeconomic school districts

reprding "Inspiring a Shared Vision" as measured by Leadership Practices Inventory

Selfl

3.

Is there a perceived difference between the self-rating of superintendents in

high socioeconomic districts and superintendents in low socioecooomic school distticts

regarding "Enabling Others to Acr• as measured by Leadership Practices Inventory- Selfl

4.

Is there a perceived difference between the self rating of superintendents in

high socioeconomic districts and superintendents in low socioeconomic school districts

"'garding "Modeling the Way'' as measured by Leadership Practices Inventory- Selfl

S. · Is there a perceived difference between tho self-rating of superintendents in

high socioeconomic districts and superintendents in low socioeconomic school districts

..,garc!ing "Encouraging tho Heart" as measured by Leadership Practices Inventory- Selfl

Description ofthe sample. All two hundred and Dino K through 12� gnde

superintendents in tho slate of Now Jersey were sclicited and asked to porticipote in tho

study. Of tho 209 superintendents, one hundR,d and sixty-six ""ponded by tho end of the

second mailing. providing a response rate of79%.

I.PI-Self questionnaiJos

were usable. One hundred

One hundred and fifty-seven of the

and fifty-six demographic smveys

were comp(- and mumed.

The criteria f
or a district's designation as high or low socioeconomic S1atUS were

discussed in Chapter

m.

Fifty-eight of tho superintendents met the criteria f
or being a

superintendent in a low socioeconomic district and forty-six met the criteria for being a
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superintendent in a high socioeconomic district.

Therefore a total of 104 respondents met

the criteria f
or the study.

All 156 rcspooses from superintendents that rotumed the domosraPhic survey

were used for that section of the study.

Methods of research. The research methodology in this study was quantitative, as

reflected in the reporting of the data gatberod from the survey instrument, The Leadership

Practices lnvcntory-S.lf (LPI-Self). The rosults of The Leadership Practices lnvcntory

Self detennined the way superintendents in ldnde,garten through 12" grade districts

perceived their own leadership practices.

The LPI-S.lfwas developed by Kouzes and

Posner ( 1997) and provided the rosearclter with a validal<d and theoretical basis f
or

analyzing leadership practices that ue transformational.

The conceptual liameworl<

coosists of five leadership practices and two related belaviors that exemplify the

practices.

The five practices are Challenging the Process, Inspiring a Shared Vision,

Enabling OtbeIS to Act, Modeling the Way, and Encouraging the Heart Superin1endent's

responses to the LPI-Self were aoalyzed occording to each of the five pnctioes

To study superintendent leadership practices, the n:sean:her considered the

district's socioeconomic status as an independent variable that may he related to the way

the su� leods.

In addition, f
our other demographic variables were investipted

as they related to superintendent's leadership: gender, district size, years as a

superintendent, and years in current position. The additional four variables were not

controlled for in the selection process.

To detennine a district's socioeconomic status, the roseucher utilized the ratings

developed by the New Jersey Department of Education.

The New Jersey Department of
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Education uses District Factor Groups (DFG's) to provide an indicator of the

socioeconomic s1alus of citiz.ens in each New Jersey school district.

There are eight

DFG's that have been used for the compantive reporting of school districts.

The groups

range from A (the lowest socioeconomic) to J (the highest socioeconomic).

The other demographic variables, gender, district size, years in current position,

and total years as a superintendent were detmnincd by a demograpbic survey that

was

mailed out with the Leadership Pnctices Inventory- Self (LPI-Selt).

Independent sample, two tailed t-tests, with level of significance set at a =

.OS

were used to evaluate the differences in the mean scores of superintendents in high and

low SES districts on the five scales of the LPI-Self. A sip,ificant result meant that district
.

wealth was related to superintendent self-evaluation on an inventory scale of the LPI-

Self.

In addition, t· tests were computed to detmnine whether any LPI scale differences

being attributed to DFG' s might be related to gender, district size, years of experience in

the current district, and total years of experience as a superintendent.

S1ppnwy of the finiliD!lll In this section the main findings of the study are

discussed.

Each null hypothesis is restated along with the statistical findings based on the

analysis of the data.

Null HYJ!Olbesjs I

There will be no statistically significant difference in the mean score of

superintendents in high socioeconomic level districts and the mean score of

superintendents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measured by the

Leadership Pnctices Inventory-Self on the "Challenging the Process" scale.
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The null hypothesis was not rojected f
or the differona: between superintendents in

high and low socioeconomic districts on superintendent's reporting of Challenging the

Process.

This rotention of the null hypothesis was tested at the

.OS

level of significance.

The mean score of administrator, in high SES districts on Challenging the Process

was S0.91 and the mean score of superintendents in low SES districts was S0.21.

On this

scale, respondents tiom low SES districts and rospoudents tiom high SES districts had a

.70 difference between their mean score, which was not statistically significant .

IJ> -

Null Hypodlesis 2

There will he no statistically significant ditTeJonce in the mean score of

superintendents in high socioeconomic level districts and the

mean scoro of

superintendents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measun:d by the

Leadership Practices Inventory-Self on the "Inspiring a Shared Vision" scale.

The null hypothesis was not rejected since !hero was no statistical difference
.

between superi-.!ents in high and low socioeconomic districts on superintendents'

roporting of Inspiring a Shared Vision.

the

.OS

level of significance.

The rotention oflhe null hypothesis was tested at

Although the null hypothesis was retained. the findings

indicated a strong trend 1J> - .064) suggesting that superintendents in high SES districts

moro liequenlly reported Inspiring a Shared Vision than superintendents in low SES

districts. The mean score of administrators in high SES districts on Inspiring a Shared

Vision was 51.32 and the mean score of superintendents in low SES districts was 49.13.

There was a 2.18 point difference between the mean scores of the two groups.

Null Hypothcsjs 3
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Thero will be oo statistically significant diffe.-:e in tho mean score of

superintendents in high socioeconomic level districts and the mean score of

superintendents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measured by tho

Leadership Praotices Inventory-Self on the "Enabling Others to Act" scale.

The null hypothesis was rejected (p - .046) f
or tho difference between

suporintendonts in high and low socioocooomic districts on suporintendonts • reporting of

Enabling Others to Act This retontion of tho null hypothesis was tested at tho

.OS

level of

significance. The moan score of adminiSIIlllors in high SES districts on Enabling Others

to Act was S3.47 and the mean score of superintondonts in low SES districts

WIS

Sl.96.

Superintendents in high SES districts more ftoquently reported behaviors related to ·

Enabling Others to Act than suporintondents in low SES districts.

Null Hypothesis 4

Thero will be oo statistically significant diffe.-:e in the mean score of superintendents

in high socioeconomic lcvol districts and the moan score of superintondonts in low

socioeconomic level school districts as measured by the Leadership Praotices inventory

Self on the "Modoling the Way" scale.

The null hypothosis was not rejected siooo there

WIS

no statistical difforence (Q.::

.818) botwoon suporintendonts in high and low socioeconomic districts on

superintendents' reporting of Modeling the Way.

was tested at the

.OS

This retention of the null hypothesis

level of significance. The mean score of- in high SES

districts on Modeling the Way was S3.13 and the mean score of suporintendonts in low

SES districts was S3.32.

Null

Hy_pothesis S
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There will be no statistically significant difference in the mean score of

superintendents in high socioeconomic levol districts and the mean score of

superintendents in low socioeconomic level school districts as measwcd by the

Leadership Pnctices Inventory-Self on the "Encouraging the He111".

The null hypothesis was not rej- since there was no statistical diffeienoe Ip -

.268) between superintendents in high and low socioeconomic districts on

superintendent's reporting of Encouraging the Helrt.

This reu:ntion of the null

hypothesis was tested at the .OS level of significanoe.

The mean score of administrators

in high SES districts on Encouraging the Hel11 was Sl.26 and the mean score of

superintendents in low SES districts was 50.03.

In summary, mean soores f
or each of the scales on the Leadership Pnctioes

Inventory- Self were compared using independent sample, two tail I-tests, with a

probability level f
or rejection of the null hypothesis

set

at .OS.

This operation revealed a

significant difference in response between superintendents in high and low

socioeconomic status school districts on one scale, Enabling Others to Act Although no

significant diffenmce was f
ound on the other four scales, there was a strong trend (p. -

Mil on the scale for Inspiring a Shared Vision that indicated that superintendents in high

SES districts more frequently reported prlClices relating to Inspiring a Shared Vision.

There was one statistically significant finding re1atod to the demographic

variables of gender, district si7.e, and years in the current position, and years as a

superintendent. Superintendents with six or more years of experience as a superintendent

more frequently reported the use of practices that Enable Others to Act when compared to

superintendents with less than six years of experience.
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Discussion and

[mplications

Since the intent of this study was to investigate 1-..bip practices and their

relationship to context variables, it is itnportant to begin this section with a brief

di,cussion of the current context of school districts in the state on New Jersey.

A more

detailed description can be found on page 64 of Chapter II.

New Jersey is the second wealthiest state in the

COIDltry.

It is also one ofthe

nations most urban. The schools in New Jersey have been reported to be the most

segregated in the COIDllry, with student achievement consistent with the rich-poor
.

dichotomy.

Statewide testing consistently dcmonsttates that students in districts having a

low socioeconomic status (SES) fail to demonstrate at least a minimal level of ocadcmic

competency "11ile students in districts having a high socioeconomic status (SES) are
some of the nation's best IUlking districts.

The debate over school funding in New

Jersey has lasted for 30 years despite a Supreme Court ruling that the existing educational

funding system was unconstitutional. As a result of a Supreme Court decision in May,

1998, the Commissioner of Education was required to develop regulations f
or reforming

28 of the state's poorest school districts.

Along with this decision, it was ordered that

spending in the 28 districts, designated "special needs districts",

spending of the

The

state's weal
thiest

the

Commissioner,

17,

was to

1998.

"guide a

the

Commissioner

u
p using rcscan:h-proven

f
or the 28

The brood purpose of the

sweeping

staffing, operations and financing of eac
h

ground

raised to equal the

districts.

regulati
ons developed b
y

became effective on July

be

reform

individual

programs

spec
ial needs

regulati
ons,

of education in

school

and strategies".

will

The

occordingto

"11i
cb

be rebuilt

emphasis

districts

the program,

from the

of the reform
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movement clearly is on the improvement of education in individual schools.

The rules

require districts to decentralize finance and authority, delosating a�ate decisions to

the school level (Commissioner Klagholz letter to Abott School Superintendents, July 17,

1998).

Al the same time this refonn is occwring in the 28 special needs districts, the

other school districts in New Jersey are also experiencing new state initiatives.

These

include new state tests in grades 4 and 8, implementation of the state's Core Curriculum

Content Standards, and new standards for professional development.

Given the above context, the following conclusions and related impliellions were

determined to be relevant to the findings of this study.

Superintendents in high and low SES districts. do not differ in the way they

perceive their own leadership practices on three of the five scales related to

transformational leadership.

Specifically, there was no signifiCIDI difference in the way

the two groups of superintendents pen:eived their own pnctioes regmding Challenging

the Process, Inspiring a Shared Vision, Modeling the Way, and Encouraging the Heart.

This data supports a oonclusion that the socioeconomic s1atUS of the school district is not

related to the way that superintendents view themselves as leaden who search for

opportunities to improve the district, experiment and take risks, set an example for their

constituents, plan small wins, recognize contnbutions, and celebrate accomplishments.

Intetpietation of this finding must be done cautiously with a reminder that the findings

reflect the perception of the superintendent and may not neoessarily reflect the actual

pnctice.

Further, the researcher suspects that the current findinp might indicate the

llO

ideal that the superintendent strives for based on the rocent li-ture on educational

leadetship, and not what the superintendent does on a regular buis.

Superintendents in low SES districts tend to perceive themselves, when compared

to superintendents in high SES districts, as less frequently practicing behaviors related to

Inspiring a Shared Vision. The behaviors related to this .,..,iice are envisioning the

future and enlisting others. The Ii- on educational leadetship strongly advocates f
or

superintendents to craft a vision as a way of providing a bridge from the present to the

future.

Therefore, it is important to understand why superintendents in low SES districts

tend to report Inspiring a Shared Vision behaviors less frequently than superintendents in

high SES districts.

It could be speculated that three impor1ant components of Inspiring a

Shared Vision, clarity, focus, and continuity, are more difficult

districts than in high SES districts.

to apply

in low SES

The school environment oflow SES districts may

impede the establishment of these three components since so many problems are

occurring simultaneously.

Drucker (1976; as cited in Evans, 1996) advised leaders to
-

concentnlle on a f
ew important areas, where superior performance produces outstanding

results.

Effective leadets target their energies.

which program or constituency has top priority.

one significant change at a time.

efforts is essential.

(Evans, 1996).

Superintendents must be definite about

Few pecple

can accomplish more than

Consequently, choosing where to concentrate one's

School improvement cannot succeed as an endless string of add-ons

Given the compelling needs of so many poverty-stricken school children,

low SES school districts have several reform efforts going on simultaneously.

In New

Jersey's low SES districts, particularly the 28 identified special needs districts, the

priorities that have been established by the state department are massive.

They include
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hiring staff to roducc staff size, implementing the state's new Core Curriculum Content

Standards, setting up early childhood education programs and centers, curriculum

development and alignment, alternative high school progrmns, scbool-bosed

managemon� counseling of all types, pn:paration ofteachers and students in the

requirements of state tests, extended day, longer year, increased time programs,

enricbmont/tutorial programs before school, a&r schoel, in the evenings, on Saturdays

and in the summers, reading progrmns, ordering new boob, supplies and materials,

student activities and field trips, high tech programs, labs f
or science and f
oreip

language, porent involvement programs, and community connoctions.

This extensive list

does oot include tho initiatives reflecting professional development, inlegration of

·

technology, and facilities improvel!lent. Although superintendents in high SES districts

may feel overwhelmed by the

masnitude of their district initiatives

such as the

implementation of tho state's Core Content Standards, the infusion of technology into

their curriculmn, and the opening of a new facility, their priorities are limiled when

compared to superintendents in low SES districts.

Continuity is also essential in Inspiring a Shared Vision because change causes so

much loss.

The leoder must emphasize continuity and make change more flmiliar by

linking the liltme to the post and emphasizing existing strengths.

This means framing

change so that it maiotlim connections with previous routines. In districts where there

has been liequent tumover of superintondents, as bas been reported to be the case in low

SES districts, the p,evious superintendont's IC!ions may constrain what the new

superintendent is able to do. Constituents must believe that a leader will slay put to see ao

innovation throush, In low SES school systems in porticular, it likes considerable time
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and repetition for a 1<:acbor to believe a superintendent will remain in the position for an

extended time period. "This too shall poss" is a common response to new administrative

initiatives.

Too many rofonn projects in low SES districts have gone by the wayside

when the superiuteodent departed.

In a recent Star Ledger article (Alaya, 1999), it was

reported that the state deportment was searching f
or a oew superiutcndent f
or the Newark

School System, ooe of New Jersey's special needs districts as well as a state-takeover

district.

Under the state's take-over law the commissioner of education has the

responsibility of appointing a new district leader.

The deporting superiutendent was in

the position f
or four years before annowicing her rosignati<m. The article noted that

contributing to the difficulties the superintendent bad was her -i- as an

"outsider who didn't understand Newark's culture and children".

report, the criteria f
or hiring

schools and the politics.

Acccmling to the

a new superiuteodent will be someooe familiar with the

Although Ibero are reported improvements in the district, there

is still no evidence of increases in student achievement.

The corporate community,

which has been contributing to the distric� bu declanod the lad for a "clear vision f
or

the district."

In addition to the difficulties in esllblishing clarity, f
ocus and continuity that the

superintendenls in the low SES districts may encounter, it is also conceivable that new

state mandates for New Jersey's 28 special oeeds districts have made Inspiring a Shared

Vision a more difficult tasl: for superintendents in low SES districts in other ways as

well.

The curnmt study included 22 of New Jersey's 28

S8 low SES

school

poorest districts,

districts

considerod.

are required

Cum:ntly,

to adopt the

state's

special

oeeds districts among the

New Jersey superiutendents in the 28

vision f
or urbon education. The

rosoarc
h
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has shown that a leader must articulate goals he or she believes in. For the situation to be

ideal, the �·s vision should be consistent with that of the state department of

education.

If the superintendent's vision is not consistent with that which is being

mandated, the ultimate outcomes of the reform movement may be impocted.

This study f
ound one statistically significaot difference (p = .046) between the

leadership pnctices reported by superintendents in high SES distric1s and the leadership

practices reported by superintendents in low SES districts.

There was a significant

diffcrcnc:e found in Enabling Others to Act, with superintendents in high SES dislricts

reporting Enabling Others to Act more frequently than superintendents in low SES

districts.

Behaviors that are related to Enabling Others to Act include fostering

collaboration and strengthening others.

As cited in the literature on superintendent leadership, each of these two

behaviors is essential to school dislrict success.

School improvement, is embedded in an

ethos of empo-ment and collegiality. Organizations that draw on the knowledge of its

staffmake better decisions and show improved perlormance.

psth to commi-.

shape.

Participation is a primary

People are much more likely to commit to something that they

The rationsle, according to Evans (1996), to make schools collegial places is that

it will nct only enrich teacher's work lives but also their classroom practices.

Collaborative opportunities build knowledge and enhancejob satisfaction and

performance and help schools become lesming organizations.

Shared governance and

collegiality have often been hailed as the two main ideals in school improvement.

The

researcher speculates that the less frequent engagement in these behaviors on the psrt of
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superintendents in low SES districts may be a contributing

factor to the lack of student

sUC<CSS in poor school districts.

Althoush the current move towar
ds school-based management in low SES

districts in N
ew Jersey should provide an impetus f
or superintendents in these districts to

more

�y engage in enabling behaviors

when compared

to superintendents in high

SES districts, the data indicatod the opposite. In a school-based management approoch,

power is II the

making

individual school site with teachers 1lking an active role in the decision

Despite the

fiict that shared

as the two main ideals

when being

offered

governance and collegiality ha
ve often been

in school improvement, teachers

a chance to

are often

hailed

hesitant and resistant

become involved in making change. It is conceivable that

problems cbantcteristic oflow SES districts such u

poor motivation and low morale

among the stiff, may be obstacles that interfere with superintendent's pncticing these

behaviors.

The to!CIICher

further suggests that the opposition ma
y be magnified in low

SES districts when parents aod community members are

also invited to porticipote

sometimes occurs between teachers and these

because

of the animosity that

groups.

In many low SES districts, teachers are ftoq.-Iy blamed for poor student

two outside

academic performlDce and parents are blamed f
or too little support f
or the school and too

little involvement in their child's

It is

education.

also conceivable that superintendents in low SES districts may have to work

harder to foster collabontion Teacher and principal rosis1ance may be eXICClbated by

years of demoralization aod enforced passivity in poorly managed schools, or skepticism

tiom past reform effort promises that never came to be. Enpging teachers aod principals

in

reform efforts in low SES districts may be particullrly difficult beamse so many have
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been numbed by a decade of urgency and shifting priorities (lohnson, 1996). Similarly,

the rapid turnover of superintendents in many of these districts may contribute to the

skepticism of teachers and principals. Superintendents in low SES districts may

encounter increased difficulty in providing the groundwork that must occur first to create

a climate in which teachers an, comfortable becoming involved. Therefore,

superintendents in these districts may be required to display increased persistence and

more sophisticated leadership skills to e._ teachers in collabondive efforts.

Collaborative eff
orts are not only fragile and hard to get S1lrled, but are diflicult

to sustain. Teacher resistance to forming and maintaining a participatory community may

hamper a superintendent's efforts to engage in behaviors that f
oster collabollllion and

strengthen others. Evans (1996) noted that shared govemance always implies more work,

as well as more complex work, and increased adult communications ndber than student

relationships. While this may be a problem in both high and low SES districts, already

overloaded low SES district faculty may find that meetings are held in tho evenings or

after school and teaching responsibility is not decreased to allow for release time.

RelOVIIII to Enabling Others to Act, a closely related finding in this study,

indicated that there was a slllistically significant diff
erence (p = .013) on tho Enabling

Otbers to Act scale when superimffldents were compored based on yous of experience as

a superintendent.

Superintendents with more than six yous of experience more

frequently reported engaging in bebavi0111 that enabled others to act thin did

superintendents with less than six years experience.

The researcher bas already discussed

the challenge superintendents' face in low SES districts when they attempt to engage in

bebavion that f
oster collabollllion and strengthen others. Although superintendents in

ll6

low SES districts face exacerbated obstacles in this area, all superintendents must

overcome teacher �istance to win commitment to school reform.

In high SES districts,

the reform movement may take a different form than in low SES districts, but

superintendents in all districts must fo- collabontion and strengthen others to allow

their districts to move f
orward.

All school superintendents that wish to foster

collabonrtion will have to overoome challenges that include the fact that f
ew teacben

have worked in a collaborative environment or have been held accountal,le outside the

classroom.

They may not automatically be adept at group problem solving or understand

comensual decision-m1king.

In addition, the school superintendent must depend on Sllff willingness and ·

internal motivaton to accomplish meaningful school reform. In the corporate world,

some subordinates may be more inclined to respond to bureaucmtic authority and do

what they are told.

They also respond to psychological authority, with job commitment

· dependent on extrinsic rewards such as promotions, positive evaluations, or a bonus.

Pressures such as the fear of a demotion or being fired also serve to motivate

subordinates.

other systems.

In school systems these types ofexternal rewards are less available than in

Most school administrators cannot conttol thoir subordinates with fears of

demotion or a promise of extra pay.

Laws regarding tenure as woll as conlm:ted union

negotiations limit the amount of adminisntive motivators available. Evans (1996)

discussed the need f
or "followersbip" (p. 171).

another but they do so because they want to.

school can become.

Followers subocribe to the teachings of

They are committed to a belief of what the

Because of this commitment they are enthusiastic and take the

!17

initiative in tho pursuit of tho orp,ization' s goals.

When this oocun with staff in

schools, teaching is no longer a job but a source of personal satisfaction.

These findings suggost that tho increased and sophisticated leadership practices

superintendents noed to overcome teacher resistance to change may come as a result of

experience in the position of superintendent. If substantive change is rolated to

tnnsfonnational practices, and superintendents with moro yean of experience report that

they engage in the critical transformational practice of enabling others to act moro

frequently than those of superintendents with less yean of experience, then this

researcher suspects that superin-ts with more yean of experience may be able to

have groater success in implementing change. Ifthis is accutlle, then the contention that

"leaders ue born, not made" may not be accurate.

This conclusion is supported in tho lilellllure that suggests that leadership can be

cultivated or nurturod primarily through experience.

both positive and negative experiences.

their failures u from their successes.

Leaming to leod can be attributed to

Aspiring administrators can learn u much from

The test of ultimate success is not so much whether

a person succeeded in mastering a specific situation, but whether or not a lesson was

learned along the way(Bolman and Deal, 1994).

The data indiado that Ibero aro no slalistically significant differences in

superi-.lent's ,elf-perception ofthoir own leadership practices in rolationship to the

demographic Vlriahles of gender, district size, and yean in cummt position.

These findings aro-t with other research findings using Kouzes and Posner's

Leadmhip Placticcs Inventory (LP!) wbicb indicated that LP! scoros aro not rolated to

dcmognpbic factors.
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These findings are not consistent with other studies that have indicated that

leadmhip p!IC!ioes may be influenced by gender, district or school size, or years in

current position.

There an, several studies that have looked at women in leadenbip

positions in particular and have concluded that women prefer a more ttansformational

leadership style than do men.

The ....archer urges caution in the i11t01pietation of the demognpbic data since

these varilbles were not controlled f
or in the selection process.

In addition, the sample

size for gender (male - 129, female- 26) and district size (Wider SOCXF 114, over SOOO -

41) were not of equal distributions.

RecmpfD"D'letiqpf

for Superintondent Prepomjon

If the goal of superintendent proparation is to develop leaders, we must revisit the

training that we currently offer future and curmrt school district odministrators.

The

findings from this study, as well as the related lileraturo, suggest the following:

1.

Superintendenls must be able to assess the context of their school districts.

situation must be diagnosed before an action is 1aken.

one context may not work in another.

Each

What might be eff<ctive in

It is difficult to Ieam this type of skill in a

conventional university classroom setting.

Johnson (1996) suggests a more

meaningful exp<rience would include various pedagogical appnllChes such as case

discussion, simulation, field-based research, and in1emsbips.

This would be done

with the purpose ofengaging future superintendents in actively diagnosing

organizational problems, collaboratively devising solutions, and planning f
or

implementation and chanse.
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2.

Professional development programs should be cautious in offering prescriptions for

leadership success.

Now superintendents should be context sensitive and should be

awuo of tho obstacles they will have to overcome in a variety of clill'om,t cootoxts.

3.

Docontralization begins to transfer power from tho clis1rict offioo to tho school site.

What is tho role of tho superintendent as tho system shifts towards incroasod

decentralization? Suporintondent propanition programs should assist in tho defining

and tooching of tho appropriate role of tho suporintondent in this typo of system.

4.

Professional Development should stress tho role of tho suporintendont in creating

clis1rict capocity f
or change.

Tho superintendent should be required to loam how to

best utilize tho oontral office staff' to move a district f
orward rather than using them

to provide

S.

a highly buroauoratic model that slows down progress.

Suporintendonls must loam that they cannot fon:e compliance in schools. Asking

principals and teachers to work more holD'S on more complex tasks may be mot with

resis1ance unless very sophisticated levels of loadorship aro applied.

Superintendents

must loam how to enlist others and enable them to act so that they will participate

more fioquently.

Suporintondents must understand that partici..tion is a primary

.-th to commitment, since people aro more likely to commit to something that they

shape (Evans, 1996).

6.

Suporintendonls must loam to not only develop their own loadorship skills, but loam

ways in which they can develop loadorship skills of individuals in tho schools.

Recommcnclation for Future Research
Tho data in this study geno,atod a number of questions that justify further

investigation.
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I.

This study found a relationship between district context and superinlendent leadership

practices.

Comparative studies of leadership practices of superin1"ndents should

occur in many different contexts: elementary level districts and k through 12� gnde;

urban. suburban and rural districts; large medium and small districts; and culturally

and geosnphically distinct districts.

Research should focus on the similarities and

differences across contexts as well as leadership practices and processes and effects.

2.

The data in this study indicated that there

WIS

no relllionsbip between district

socioeconomic context and superintendent's peroeption of their own Jeadenbip

practices in the -. of Challenging the Prncess, Modeling the Way, and

Encouraging the Heart.

This may be the rosult of the superintendent's self-reporting

of their own practices rather than the aclUII behaviors that they engage in.

Research

should be conducted to determine what the observed leadership behavion are of

superin1"ndents in divene socioeconomic school districts by using the Leadership

Practices Inventory-Other.

This questionnai"' could be presented to principals,

1<1ebers, and central office administntors to determine if their percepti�ns of the

superintendent match the superintendent's own perceptions.

3.

Although there WIS no report of or intention to gather this data, the researcher found

that superintendents in New Jeney kindergarten through 12• grade districts, in both

high and low socioeconomic status school districts, fell within the modenle to high

range on all five scales measuring lrlnsformational leldersbip practices.

Research

should be conducted to determine if this is unique to K to 12� grade districts, unique

to New Jersey or if the self-reported practices are consist<nt with the perceptions of

others.
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4.

Tho data in this study indicated that superintendents in high SES districts tend to

more frequently n,port behavion that are constant with Inspiring a Shared Vision than

do their counterpmts in low SES districts.

Since this pnctice is a critical step in the

change process it is important to determine what independent variables within the low

SES school district environment are related to Inspiring a Shared Vision.

The

researcher has suggested possible variables such as the multitude of district priorities,

the lack of continuity due to the high rate of superintendent tumover, the move

toWllds deceulndization, and state mandates.

S.

Tho data indicated that superintendents in high SES districts more ftequendy report

behavion that are consistent with Enabling Others to Act than do their counterparts in

low SES districts.

in the

Since the tW!) behavior., associated with this pnctice are reported

literature as essential to school district success, it is important to detennine

what variables within the low SES district environment are related to Enabling Othon

to Act

The reseucher has suggested possible variables such as decenlralization,

school-based managemen� level of parent/community involvement, staff morale,

number and outcome of previous initiatives, superintendent turnover, superintendent

characteristics, and release time for meetings.

6.

Tho data in this study indicated that superintendents with more yean of experience in

the s� more ftequendy reported behavion that that are consistent with

Enabling Others to Act than did their counterparts with less yean of experience in the

superintendency.

Since this finding suggests that leadership is a skill that can be

learned. resean:h looking at years of experience and specific leadership practices are

encoursged.

Mediating variables such as gender and career path should also be
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considered.

Reviewing the specific experiences a superintendent had as he or she

worked toward obtaining a superintendent position might shed some light on the

importm:e of various job experiences needed to become a successful superintendent.

For example, is it more imporlant to have had a blckground that included being a

principol or a central office administrator'/

7.

Although there was no report in the study of this finding, nor wu there an intention to

gather it, the researcher was able to look at the returned data and determine that the

higher SES school districts (OH. I, and J) hired superintendents wi1h more years of

experience then did the lower SES school districts (A, B, and CD). Specifically, the

data indicated that 71. l% of the superintendents in the high SES districts had more

than six years experience as a superintendent as compared to S9.3% of the

superintendents in the low SES districts.

It would be important to understand if this

was intentional on the part of the school district or if the more experienced

superintendents have a greater interest in being employed by a higher SES school

district. The reseuober suggests that a study be conducted to delsmine the

relationship of district SES status, years of experience as an odministrator, and types

of leadenbip pmctices the superintendent is engaged in. Further, it would be of value

to investigate the relationship between years of experience as a superintendent and

school district effectiveness.

8.

The data f
or this study was gathered in New Jmey at a time that the state is

undergoing a considerable amount of educational reform.

Seven,) of the low SES

districts studied wen: desisnated as special needs districts and were mandated by the

State� of Education to institute a site-bosed � model.

The new
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regulations went into eff
ect approximately six months prior to the curront study.

A

follow-up study should be conducted in three to five years to determine the diff=ncc

in leadership pn,ctices of the low SES superintendents who participated in this study.

It would broodon the knowledge base of the role of the superintendent in districts that

are decentnliz.ed.

It would also be important to note if a model of mandated

decentralization influences the pattern

of a high rate of turnover for low SES

superintendents.

9.

The litenturo supports the

use of transformational leadonhip

model f
or the use of school superintendents.

the

influence

pnctices as an effective

Reseuch should

continue to investigate

oftransformational leadership pnctices ofeffective �ts on

· student achievement.

Studies of this nature should be done in vuying context to

ensw-e that they are context sensitive.

10. This study indicated that the transformational leadership pnctice ofEnabling Others

to Act is related to years of experience as a superimm:lent.

Reseuch should

investigate how an individual acquires transformational slcills.

Can transformational

leadership be 1aUght? If so what is the best way to gain the needed knowledge.

Can

an individual become a transformational leader by extensive 101ding or by being

mentored

by someone who aheady possesses the needed skills? Can an individual

learn to be a transformational leader by identifying and emulating exempluy leaders?
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APPENDIX

A

INITIAL COVER LEI'IER TO SUPERINTENDENTS

COu.EGE OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES
DEPARlMENT OF EOI..CATIONAL .tl:MNISlRATION AND Sl.FERVISION
(973) 761-9397

Seton Hall
University
November 6,

OraRJe.

South

1998

N
ew J
ffH')' 07079-2615

Dear

I

am

writing

diuerution at

to

Seton

vour

request

Hall

partici1>9tion

in

a

1tudy

I

am

conducting

for

my

doctoral

A.. • New Jel'9ey cantral office administrator for more than

University.

thirteen ye1rs I have obserwd that adminiatratlve luidership prectic11 are often related to district
factors

,uch

11

1ocioeconomlc

1t1tu1

and

district

size.

I would

like to find

out

specifically

more

how these factors are a11ociated with the way New Jersey Superintendents display leadership.

I

am

requesting

1uperintendent1
approach

H

and

vour

those

a11l1Uince

preparing

for

with

my

l'NNrch

a superintendency

which,
to

I

believe,

better

may

undershnd

help

their

current

leadership

it relates to the situation in which they find themselves.

If you agree to participate, kindly colTlplete the brief demographic survey and the Leadership

Practices Inventory (LPI).
of

measurement

November

18,

and

I hwe Hlected this instrument because it meets my

can

1998.

be completed

in

10

approxifflltely

I have enclosed a self..cldresHd,

minutes.

needs for accuracy

Please

stamped envelope

retum

it

to

me by

for your convenience.

Your completion and retum of this survey indicates thfi you understand and 1graa to particip1ta in
this study. Although

I must coda the surveys to Insure

the

m11tch between the superintendent and

district for follow-up purpOHI, pl11H be aHured that 111 rasponHs will remain confidential and no
identifying

data

will

be reluHd.

Your

responHs

wUI

be combined

with

superintendents and will be held 1nonymou1 within the data collected.

the

responses

of

other

The data will be destroyed

following completion of the study.

This
Review

project

Board

for

has

been

Hum,n

reviewed

Subjects

and

adequately safeguard the subject'• privacy,
the

IRB

may

be

reached

through

approved

Research.

the

The

by

IRB

welf1re, civil

Office

of

Grants

the

Seton

believn

liberties,
and

Hall

that

University

the

and rights.

Research

Institutional

research
The

Services.

procedures

Chairperson of
The

telephone

number of the Office is 973-276-2974.

I know how very busy you are at this time of the year.
taking a few minutes to hetp with this resaarch.
complete the study with meaning.
completion
survey.

If

of

this

you

project,

pluse

If

Plaasa accept my appreci,tion for

tt i• important that I have a high response rate to

you would like a copy of the summary of my findings at the

check

the

approprine

have any questions or concerns

you can

box

at

reach

the

me at

bottom

of

the

732-257-8553

732-384-4999 (day).

Yours truly

Enid Goktan

The Catholic University in New Jersey - foundMI in 1856

demographic
(evening)

or
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APPENDIX B

FOLLOW-UP LEITER TO NON-RESPONDENTS

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION ANO lfJMAN SER\IICES

OEPMMNT OF EOIJCAnoNAL ACMINIS'IRATK>N AND St..FERVISION
(973) 761·9397

Seton Hall

University
Sol.Ith Onnp, New Jeney 07079-2685

Recently you were sent an invitation to participate in a study u part of my
dissertation research at Seton Hall University.
survey in the mail.

Ifs poss,blo that you did not rocoivo the

I would greatly appreciate it if you would complete tho attached

demographic survey and Leadership Practices Inventory and pl1ee them in the enclosed

self-addressed stamped envelope.

If you wish not to participate, pleaso send the blank

forms back to me in the envelope.

I have sDIChed a copy of my original letter which desoribes the purpose of my
research and discusses the confidentiality and anonymity of the study.

Your participation in this study is critical to my obtaining meaningful results.

If

you have any questions or concerns you can reach me at 732-257-8553 (evening) or 732364-4999 (day).

Once again, thank you in advance for your profeasional cooperation and

support.

Sincerely

Enid Golden

The Catholic University in New Jersey - founded in 1856
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APPENDIX C

DEMOORAj'lilC SURVEY INSTRUMENT

DEMOGRAPIDC DATA

Please complete the following information by checking the IJ)pl'Opriate blank.

I.

Si1.e of the district (based on studont enrollmont)

a. __ t-1999

2.

b.

2000-4999

c. __S000-9999

d. __ 10,000 and over

Number ofycan in current position

a.__ less than I year

b.__

1-2 years

c.__ 3-S years cl.__ 6-10 years

e. __ 11 years or more

3.

Number of years total as a superintendent in any district

a. __less than I year

b. __ t-3 years

c. __4-6 yea,s

cl. __7-10 years

e. IO years or more

4.

l am a

a._Male

b.

Female

I would like a copy of the completed rosean:b

YES

NO
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APPENDIX D

APPROVAL LEITER TO USE TIIE LEADERSHIP PRACTICES INVENTORY

KOUZES POSNER INTl!RNATIONAL
15419 Bany•n I.line

Monte Sereno, C.llfoml• 95030
Phone/FAX:

(.tOB) 354-9170

October 1, 1998

Ms. Enid Golden
37 Boston Post Road
East Brunswick, New Jarsey 08816

Dear Elvira:

Tha'1k you for yax facsimile (daled 30 Saplanbar 1998) noquasting permission to use the
Leadership Practices lrM1111Dry (LPI) in your dissertation.
reproduce the instrument as outlined in yax

1-.

We are willing to allow you to

at no charge, with the following

i.nderstandings:

(1) That the LPI isused only for research purposes and is

not sold or

used in

conjunclion with arry compan- management development activities;

(2) That copyright of the LPI is ratained by Kouzn Polner International, and that
the following copyright statement be included on all copies of the instrument:
"Copyright C 1997 James M. Kouzes and Bany Z. Posner.

All rights reservad.

Used with permission."; and,

(3) That one (1) bcu1d copy of your dissertation, and one (1) copy of Ill papers,
reports, articles, and the like which make

UH

of the LPI data be sent promptly to

our-.tton.

If the terms outlined above are accaptable, wautd you plaase so indicate by signing one
(1)

copy of this latter and returning tt to us.

Would you also provide a telephone number

and the S1licipeled completion of your rel88rch.

Best wishes for fM11Y IUCC881 with your research project.

If we can be of any further

assillal ,ca, p- let us know.

ia y,

l.
Bar,fZ.

,:::.:2--\�
• Ph.O.

Mar,agil''1Q Partner

I

understand and

(Signed)

agree to abide by these conditions:

Q �

Telephone Number: Y
,i .. • �

&

7

•P.r .r,.

Dale:

/},�,tA..._

ElCpected Date of�=

->.,

I 1 f l"

�

I f

f?
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APPENDIXE

LEADERSHIP PRACTICES INVENTORY - SELF

JAMES M. KOUZES/BARRY Z. POSNER

�A�lRIP PRACllClS I IMNlffllY [�]
SELF

INSTRUCTIONS

On the next two pages are thiny state
merns describing vanous leadership behacrcrs. Please read each carefully. Then
look at the rating scale and decide how Jrrqutnd_v you tngagt 1n dtt behavior
descnbed.
Htre's the raung scale that you'll be usmg:

l

=

Almost Never

6 • Sometimes

2

=

Rarely

7 • Fairly Often

3

=

Seldom

8

4

=

Once in a While

9 • Very Frequently

5

=

Occas1onally

10

=

=

Usually

Almost Always

In selecung each response. please be realistic about the extent to wtuch you

aauall.v engage in the behavior, Do noc answer in tenns of how you would hke
to see yourself or in tenns of what you should be doing. Answer in terms or
how you r_vpicaJly behave-on

most

days, on most projects, and with most

people.

j

For each statement, decide on a rating and record it in the blank to the left

t

of the statement. When you have responded to all thiny statements, tum to

J

the response sheet on page 4.

�

i
9

l

Copyright • 1997

J•me• Kou:res •nd Blirry Z. PosMr.

I

All rights reserved.

Used with permi116on.

Almost.

2

l

4

5

�

5rlWoft\

Onu

Ocmla..,.

Ne\tolr

'

r

t

•

.......... ...., "'""'

...,.

10

.......

in a Whill

""""

'"'•

aiO)'

�

_ 16. I ask ·What can we learn?· when things do not go as expected.
_ 17.

I show others how their long-term Interests can be tt21ized by enlist·

tng in a common vision.
_ 18. I suppon the decisions that people make on their own.
_ 19. I am clear about m}' philosophy-of leadership.
_ 20

I

publicly

recognize people who exemplify commitment to

shart:d

values.
_ 2 1 . I cxpcnment and takt risks even when there
_ 22. I

am

contagiously enthUSlaSlic

and

posmvc

ts

a chance o{ fatlurt.

about

Icture

posstbtltnes.

_ 23. I gjve people a great deal of £rttdom and choke in deciding how to
do

_ 24.

their work.

I make cenain dw

we

se:t acrut:,-abk goals. makt concrete plans. and

csublish measurable milestones for the projects and programs that we
work on.

l �

25. I find ways to celebrate accomplishments.

_ 26.

!

I

take the initiative to overcome

obstacles

even

when

ou.tcomcs

are

uncenain .

•
.:

_ 27. I speak with genuine com'iction about

_ 28. I ensure that people grow in their jobs by learning new skills and
develcptng

j �

higher muning and

purpose of our work.

1

j

tht

29.

themselves.

I make: progress toward

_ 30. I give the members of

goals

the

one step at a umc.

team lots of

their contributions.

l

appru:1ation

i

and suppon for

